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Abstra t

The three quanti er theory of (R; T ), the re ursively enumerable degrees under Turing redu ibility, was proven unde idable by Lempp, Nies and Slaman [1998℄.
The two quanti er theory in ludes the latti e embedding problem and its de idability is a long standing open question. A negative solution to this problem seems out
of rea h of the standard methods of interpretation of theories be ause the language
is relational. We prove the unde idability of a fragment of the theory of R that
lies between the two and three quanti er theories with T but in ludes fun tion
symbols.
Theorem: The two quanti er theory of (R; ; _; ^), the r.e. degrees

with Turing redu ibility, supremum and in mum (taken to be any total
fun tion extending the in mum relation on R) is unde idable.

The same result holds for various latti es of ideals of R whi h are natural extensions
of R preserving join and in mum when it exits.
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1 Introdu tion
A major theme in the study of degree stru tures of all types has been the question of
the de idability or unde idability of their theories. This is a natural and fundamental
question that is an important goal in the analysis of these stru tures. It also serves as
a guide and organizational prin iple for the development of onstru tion te hniques and
algebrai information about the stru tures. A de ision pro edure implies (and requires) a
full understanding and ontrol of the rst order properties of a stru ture. Unde idability
results typi ally require and imply some measure of omplexity and oding in the stru ture. On e a stru ture has been proven unde idable, it is natural to try to determine
both the extent and sour e of the omplexity. One the one hand, one wants to determine
the degree of the theory. On the other hand, one strives to nd the dividing line between de idability and unde idability in terms of fragments of the theory. The rst has
frequently brought with it onsiderable information about se ond order properties su h
as de nability and automorphisms. The se ond requires the most algebrai information
and development of onstru tion te hniques.
Our interest here is in R, the r.e. degrees under Turing redu ibility, and some natural
extensions of this stru ture, but, for the sake of omparison, we also dis uss D and
D( 00), the Turing degrees of all sets and the ones below 00. For D; D( 00) the results
ame fairly early. The rst paper on the stru ture D of the Turing degrees as a whole,
Kleene-Post [1954℄, developed the nite extension method (essentially Cohen for ing for
one quanti er formulas of arithmeti ) and proved that all nite partial orderings an be
embedded in both D and D( 00). As these stru tures are partial orderings, this suÆ es
to show that the one quanti er (9) theories are de idable. (An existential senten e is
true in either stru ture if and only if it is onsistent with the theory of partial orders, or
equivalently, if there is a partial order with a domain of size the number of variables in
the formula.)
On e the embedding problem is settled, the next level of algebrai questions about the
stru tures on ern extension of embeddings. The rst example here is density (or, from
the other side minimal overs). A long development of onstru tion te hniques building
on Spe tor's original onstru tion [1956℄ of a minimal degree essentially by for ing with
re ursive trees lead to La hlan's [1968℄ result that every ountable distributive latti e is
isomorphi to an initial segment of D. This oding of distributive latti es is suÆ ient
to get the unde idability of the theory as La hlan [1968℄ notes. Combining these initial
segment te hniques with the nite extension method, Simpson [1977℄ showed that the
theory of D is re ursively isomorphi to T h2(N), true se ond order arithmeti .
Finding the dividing line between de idability and unde idability required Lerman's
[1971℄ result that every nite latti e (not just the distributive ones) is isomorphi to an
initial segment of D. On one hand, ombining this with the nite extension method
solved the extension of embedding problem in su h a way that it gave the de idability of
the two quanti er (89) theory of D (Shore [1978℄ and Lerman [see 1983, Appendix A℄).
(By the extension of embedding problem we mean determining for whi h partial orders
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X  Y does every embedding of X into D have an extension to one of Y .) The ability
to ode all nite latti es also suÆ ed for S hmerl (see Lerman [1983, Appendix A℄) to
prove that the three quanti er (898) theory of D is unde idable.
A similar analysis of D( 00 ) was then arried out rst by a signi ant elaboration
of the onstru tion te hniques to get enough initial segments results below 00 to give
unde idability (Epstein [1979℄ and Lerman). Lerman then proved the full analog that
every nite (even re ursive) latti e is isomorphi to an initial segment of D( 00 ) (Lerman
[1983, h. XII℄). This immediately gives the unde idability of the three quanti er theory.
Then these results were extended and ombined with extension of embedding results
below an arbitrary r.e. degree (Lerman and Shore [1988℄) to get the de idability of the
two quanti er theory. They were also used to show (Shore [1981℄) that the theory of
D( 00) is re ursively isomorphi to true rst order arithmeti .
The road has been mu h longer for the analysis of the r.e. degrees, R. It began with
the nite injury (or 00 ) priority method of Friedberg [1957℄ and Mu hnik [1956℄ that produ ed in omparable r.e. degrees and so an embedding of the simplest nontrivial Boolean
algebra. The method suÆ ed to embed all nite (even ountable) partial orderings (Sa ks
[1963℄) and so de ide the one quanti er theory of R in the same way that Kleene and
Post's work de ided that of D and D( 00 ). As the r.e. degrees are dense (by the in nite
injury (or 000) methods of Sa ks [1964℄), the next steps in the analysis ould not follow the
path laid out for D. Many years of development of onstru tion te hniques and algebrai
information ensued. La hlan's monster (or 0000 injury) methods were eventually used by
Harrington and Shelah [1982℄ to prove that R is unde idable. The degree of its theory,
as by now one should expe t, is also that of true rst order arithmeti (Harrington and
Slaman; Slaman and Woodin; Nies, Shore and Slaman [1998℄).
The situation for these three degree stru tures is summarized in the following table:
9
89
898

R

D

De
De
?
De
Unde
Unde
T h T h(N ) T h2(N )

D( 00)
De
De
Unde
T h(N )

This leaves us with determining the boundary line between de idability and unde idability for R. On e again, a long hiatus and mu h work on other developments led to
the unde idability of the three quanti er theory by Lempp, Nies and Slaman [1998℄. The
extension of embedding problem was solved by Slaman and Soare [2001℄ but the question
of the de idability of the two quanti er theory of R remains open. A major obsta le
is the latti e embedding problem of determining whi h nite latti es an be embedded
in R. Despite some forty years of e ort by many resear hers on both embedding and
nonembedding results, this question is still unsolved. The best result to date is Lerman
[2000℄ whi h shows that the question for an important lass of latti es is of degree at most
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000 . Even if the latti e embedding problem is shown to be de idable, there are further
diÆ ulties related to La hlan's [1966℄ nondiamond result that there is no embedding of
the four element Boolean algebra into R that preserves both 0 and 1.
Thus we remain a long way from the de idability of the two quanti er theory of R.
On the other hand, the methods used to prove unde idability of other degree stru tures,
interpretation of theories with simple fragments known to be unde idable, annot work
for the two quanti er theory of R with just T , or even any extension by relation symbols,
sin e the most we an ode into this fragment is the validity (perhaps in all nite models)
of an 89 senten e in a nite relational language but this problem is always de idable.
(The point here is that, sin e the language is relational, any su h senten e with n variables
is satis able if and only if it is satis able in some stru ture of size at most n. As there are
only nitely many su h stru tures, this question is de idable. The basi result is lassi al
(Bernays and S hon kel [1928℄ and Ramsey [1930℄). Its appli ation to interpretations in
stru tures su h as R is pointed out in Shore [1999, p. 179℄.)
The only hope for an unde idability result at the two quanti er level then is to add
fun tion symbols. One would then try to interpret some theory with fun tion symbols or,
more dire tly, to ode register ma hines. (The oding of register ma hines is at the basis
of mu h of the work on unde idability of various severely restri ted quanti ation lasses
of formulas as in Borger, Gradel and Gurevi h [1997℄.) The natural fun tion on R is the
join operator _. However, it is uniformly lo ally nite, i.e. the losure of any nite set
is nite with size bounded by a xed re ursive fun tion of the ardinality of the starting
set and so annot, on its own, be used to generate the in nite (or at least unbounded)
stru tures need for oding even register ma hines. The next thing to try in terms of
the known stru tural work on R is the in mum operator ^. This has the advantage
that nitely generated substru tures an be in nite (Lerman, Shore and Soare [1984℄).
The obvious problem with this approa h is that not every pair of r.e. degrees has an
in mum and so ^ is not a total fun tion on R as is required. We an, of ourse, onsider
total extensions of the partial in mum relation but would not want the unde idability
to be an artifa t of our (perhaps perverse) hoi e of extension. Our solution is to prove
unde idability in a suÆ iently uniform way so that the proof is independent of the hoi e
of extension. This we do for our main result.

Theorem 1.1 For any total extension ^ of the partial in
quanti er (89) theory of

R(; _; ^) is unde idable.

mum relation on

R, the two

Now it is routine to eliminate _ by repla ing it with its de nition (as least upper
bound) at the expense of adding one quanti er. Thus, for example, 8x; y 9z (x _ y  z ) is
equivalent to 8x; y 9z 8w(x; y  w ! w  z ). This translation shows that the 89-theory of
R(; _) is redu ible to the 898-theory of R(). The same would be true of ^ (as greatest
lower bound) were it a total in mum fun tion, i.e. 8x; y 9z (x ^ y  z ) would be equivalent
to 8x; y 9z 8w(x; y  w ! w  z ). This needn't be true for arbitrary extensions of the
partial in mum relation on R but the are that we take with our oding to guarantee
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that it works for all extensions allows us to argue that the 89 senten es of R(; _; ^) that
witness unde idability an, in fa t, be repla ed uniformly by equivalent 898 senten es
of R() so that the previous best result on unde idability is also a onsequen e of our
proof.

Corollary 3.1 (Lempp, Nies and Slaman [1998℄): The three quanti
R() is unde idable.

er (898) theory of

We will give the details of the proof in Se tion 3, on e we explain the spe i oding
of register ma hines that we employ. As essentially similar odings of register ma hines
an easily be arried out in latti es, the usual interpretation of latti es in D as initial
segments shows that our main result also holds for the degrees as a whole and those
below 00 .

Corollary 3.2 For any total extension ^ of0 the partial in

the two quanti er (89) theory of

D (D( 0 )) with , _

mum relation on D (D( 00 )),
and ^ is unde idable.

As for R, the arguments here also imply the previous result that the 898 theories of
these stru tures are unde idable. At least in ase of D, the boundary here is very ne as
Jo kus h and Slaman [1993℄ have proven that the 89 theory of D(; _) is de idable.
A new orollary of our proof of unde idability is one for the (latti e) stru ture I (R)
of ideals of R with _ and ^. Here both operations are naturally total on the stru ture.
I _ J is the ideal generated by I [ J , i.e. the downward losure of fa _ b j a 2 I & b 2 J g,
and I ^ J is the ideal I \ J . This stru ture is an interesting one that has been studied,
for example, by Calhoun [1993℄, Lerman and Calhoun [2001℄ and Nies [2003℄. Also of
interest are the stru tures In (R) for n  4 of the 0n ideals of R (those ideals I su h that
fe j deg(We) 2 I g is 0n ) whi h are ea h latti es with the same operations as I (R). (Note
that by standard index set results In (R) is trivial for n = 1; 2: If an ideal I of R does not
ontain 00 (but does ontain 0) then by Yates' representation theorem [1966℄ (see Soare
[1987 XII, 1.3) applied to K , the omplete 04 set is of the form fk j 8e(Wf[e(℄k) 2 I )g for
some re ursive f and so I must be at least 03. On the other hand, the lass of 03 ideals
is not losed under _, as an be seen by onsidering a high degree h and a splitting of
h into two low degrees a; b. The prin ipal0 ideals generated
by a and b are 03 but their
join is the one generated by h whi h is 4 but not 03.) Ea h of these latti es (I (R) and
In (R) for n  4) is a natural extension of R in the sense that the natural embedding
taking a degree in R to the prin ipal ideal it generates is an embedding that preserves
order and join as well as in mum when it is de ned.

Corollary 3.3 The two quanti
(n ) ideals of R, with , _

er (89) theory of I (R) (In (R) for n  4), the latti e of
and ^ is unde idable.
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On e again, after we have the details of the oding in pla e, an algebrai analysis
shows that the prin ipal ideals generated by the degrees doing the oding in R perform
the same job in I (R). As both _ and ^ are total fun tions on I (R), their routine
elimination as des ribed above gives the unde idability of the three quanti er theory.

Corollary 3.4 The three quanti
of (n ) ideals of

er (898) theory of I (R) (In (R) for n  4), the latti e
R, with just  is unde idable.

We also remark that similar algebrai observations show that we an hara terize the
degrees of the theories of these ideal stru tures. Indeed the ideas of Nies, Shore and
Slaman [1998℄ would have suÆ ed as well.

Corollary 3.5 The theory of I (R) is re ursively isomorphi

to that of true se ond order
arithmeti and that of In (R) to that of true rst order arithmeti for ea h n  4.

2 Coding Register Ma hines
In this se tion we will explain the algebrai aspe ts of our odings and derive the main
theorem, assuming these odings an be interpreted in R. The next se tion will provide
the proofs of the orollaries about other degree stru tures. The nal se tion will supply
the re ursion theoreti arguments to show that the stru tures des ribed here an be
realized in the r.e. degrees.
We begin with a standard des ription of the k -register ma hines of Shepherdson and
Sturgis [1963℄ and Minsky [1961℄ and their representation in predi ate logi as in Nerode
and Shore [1997, III.8℄ or Borger, Gradel and Gurevi h [1997, 2.1℄).
A k-register ma hine onsists of k many storage lo ations alled registers. Ea h
register ontains a natural number. There are only two types of operations that these
ma hines an perform in implementing a program. First, they an in rease the ontent
of any register by one and then pro eed to the next instru tion. Se ond, they an
he k if any given register ontains the number 0 or not. If so, they go on to the next
instru tion. If not, they de rease the given register by one and an be told to pro eed to
any instru tion in the program. Formally, we de ne register ma hine programs and their
exe ution as follows:
A k -register ma hine program I is a nite sequen e I1; : : : ; It; It+1 of instru tions
operating on a sequen e of numbers x1 ; : : : ; xk , where ea h instru tion Im, for m  t, is
of one of the following two forms:
(i) xi := xi + 1 (repla e xi by xi + 1)
(ii) If xi 6= 0, then xi := xi 1 and go to j . (If xi 6= 0, repla e it by xi 1 and pro eed
to instru tion Ij .)
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It is assumed that after exe uting some instru tion Im , the exe ution pro eeds to
Im+1 , the next instru tion on the list, unless Im dire ts otherwise. The exe ution of su h
a program pro eeds in the obvious way on any input of values for x1 ; : : : ; xk (the initial
ontent of the registers) to hange the values of the xi and progress through the list of
instru tions. The nal instru tion, It+1 , is always a halt instru tion. Thus, if It+1 is
ever rea hed, the exe ution terminates with the urrent values of the xi . In general, we
denote the assertion that an exe ution of the program I is at instru tion Im with values
n1 ; : : : ; nk of the variables by Im (n1 ; : : : ; nk ).
The standard translation of a register ma hine M des ribes the a tion of M by a
system of universal axioms in the language of one unary fun tion s thought of as the
su essor fun tion on N. For te hni al reasons pe uliar to our later oding in R, we want
to use distin t domains Di with least elements 0i and su essor fun tions si for ea h
register. In our appli ation, these sets and operations will be de ned from parameters
in R. For now, we des ribe the axioms needed in predi ate logi with additional k -ary
relations Pm orresponding to the instru tions Im .
For ea h instru tion Im , 1  m  t, in lude an axiom of the appropriate form:
(i) Pm (x1; : : : ; xk ) ! Pm+1 (x1; : : : ; xi 1 ; si (xi ); xi+1 ; : : : ; xk ):

(ii) Pm (x1; : : : ; xi 1 ; 0; xi+1 ; : : : ; xk ) ! Pm+1 (x1 ; : : : ; xi 1 ; 0; xi+1 ; : : : ; xk )
^ Pm (x1; : : : ; xi 1; si(y); xi+1; : : : xk ) ! Pj (x1; : : : ; xi 1; y; xi+1; : : : ; xk ):
(Note that being a su essor is equivalent to being nonzero.)
Let P (I ) be the nite set of universal axioms orresponding in this translation to register program I . It is easy to prove that, program I halts on input (n1 ; : : : ; nk ) if and only
if the senten e Fk (n1 ; : : : ; nk )  P1 (sn1 (0); : : : snk (0)) ! 9x1; : : : ; 9xk [Pt+1 (x1 ; : : : ; xk )℄ is
a logi al onsequen e of P (I ). More spe i ally for our purposes, the ma hine halts if
and only if Fk (n1 ; : : : ; nk ) is true in every model of P (I ) in any lass of stru tures that
ontains ones isomorphi to the standard model (where ea h si on Di is isomorphi to
the standard su essor fun tion s on N) with all possible re ursively enumerable k -ary
relations Pm on D1      Dk . (Validity implies truth in all the stru tures in our lass
and if I fails to halt, the standard interpretation of the predi ates as the r.e. relations
Im (n1 ; : : : ; nk ) gives a stru ture of the required form in whi h F (n1; : : : ; nk ) is false.)
As it is a lassi al fa t (Shepherdson and Sturgis [1963℄; Minsky [1961℄) that the halting problem for 2-register ma hine programs is r.e. omplete, it suÆ es to ode all su h
standard models with binary predi ates to get unde idability.
As usual for interpretations, we now want to provide formulas i (~q; x), m (~q; x; y )
and terms i(~q; x) of R(; _; ^) de ning, for ea h hoi e of parameters ~q, sets Di (i =
1; 2), binary relations Pm on D1  D2 (1  m  t + 1) and unary fun tions si on Di
(i = 1; 2). We take q1 and q2 to be the interpretations of 0 in D1 and D2 respe tively.
We now interpret our formulas P (I ) ! F (n1 ; : : : ; nk ) in the usual way. We relativize
the quanti ers to the appropriate domain, i.e. 9xi(: : : ) be omes 9xi (i(~q; x) ^ : : : ) and
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8xi(: : : ) be omes 8xi(i(~q; x) ! : : : ). We then repla e o urren es of si(xi) by i(~q; xi)
and ones of Pm (x1 ; x2) by m(~q; x1; x2). We indi ate this translation by . We also need
a orre tness ondition  that says that qi 2 Di and the i de ne fun tions on the Di :
1(~q; q1) ^ 2(~q; q2) ^ 8x1(1(~q; x1) ! 1(~q; 1(x1)) ^ 8x2(2(~q; x2) ! 2(~q; 2(x2 )).
The lass of senten es of R(; _; ^) that we want will then be those of the form 8~q[ !
(P (I ) ! F2)℄ where I ranges over programs for 2-register ma hines.
As long as the lass of stru tures given by all hoi es of parameters ~q in ludes ones
isomorphi to the standard model with all possible r.e. relations as the Pm , truth in R
for this lass of senten es will be unde idable. It is lear that to get these senten es to be
89 ones it is suÆ ient to get quanti er free de nitions (i and m) of the domains and
relations (and the worst that would work would be equivalent 1 and 1 de nitions).
As long as there are realizations of the Di as a uniformly low independent set of degrees
in R, we an de ne arbitrary r.e. relations on them from parameters in a quanti er free
form by using the following spe ial ase of Lemma 7.1 of Nies, Shore and Slaman [1998℄:

Lemma 2.1 (Nies, Shore and Slaman [1998℄) If haj i is a uniformly r.e. independent set
ai low and S is any r.e. set then there are u; v su h that S = fi : u  ai _ vg.
If we assume, for example, that Di = fg2j +i : j 2 ! g (identi ed with N in the obvious
way) for some independent set of degrees gl with gl low, then we an apply the lemma
to the set of degrees fg2j _ g2k+1 : j; k 2 ! g with Sm = fhj; k i : Pm (j; k )g for any r.e.
relation Pm to provide parameters um ; vm su h that the formula um  x1 _ x2 _ vm

with

de nes the isomorphi opy of Pm on D1  D2 and an be taken as the desired quanti er
free m . Thus the sour e of all our on erns is providing a quanti er free de nition
from parameters of a uniformly r.e. independent set hgl i with a term of R that gives the
su essor relation on them. (On e we have su h a set we an pi k out the even and odd
parts using the same lemma (or exa t pairs) and then take the su essor fun tions on
ea h of these two disjoint sets to be simply the two-fold iteration of the original su essor
fun tion.)
The two known methods for onstru ting independent sets de nable from parameters
are essentially those of Harrington and Shelah [1982℄ and Slaman and Woodin (see Nies,
Shore and Slaman [1998℄). The sets they de ned from parameters are as follows:

 HS(r; b; ) = fg  r : g is maximal s.t. g _ b 6 g
 SW(r; p; q) = fg  r : g is minimal s.t. g _ p  qg.
Here the elements gi of the sets typi ally onstru ted are uniformly r.e. and independent while r is taken to be their e e tive sum and an be made low. Thus the only
problem is that the de nitions of these sets requires a universal quanti er. We ould
redu e this to a quanti er free de nition by requiring that they de ne the same set G,
for then
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 G(r; b; ; p; q) = fg  r : g _ p  q & g _ b 6 g.
As a te hni al onvenien e that simpli es the onstru tion we note that if we have an
HS set hgi i de ned from parameters r; b and then we an weaken the onditions orresponding to the de nition of the SW set to require only that, for ea h i, gi _ p  q
and, for any w  gi , if w _ p  q then w = gi . This learly suÆ es to show that
G(r; b; ; p; q) = HS(r; b; ). (That HS(r; b; )  G(r; b; ; p; q) follows from the ondition that gi _ p  q for ea h gi 2 HS(r; b; ). To see that G(r; b; ; p; q)  HS(r; b; ),
onsider any w 2 G(r; b; ; p; q). By the maximality ondition on HS(r; b; ) there is
a gi 2 HS(r; b; ) su h that w  gi . Now our weakened requirements guarantee that
w = gi as required.) Thus we wish to show that there are parameters r; b; ; p; q su h
that the set G =hgi : i 2 ! i they de ne is uniformly r.e. and independent with a low
sum.
In addition, we want to de ne a su essor fun tion on these degrees. A tually, we
de ne one on the g2j taking g2j to g2j +2 and so our required domain will be these
degrees. (Again they an be de ned from parameters using the lemma as des ribed
above but in fa t our onstru tion will also build a degree f1 su h that D = fg2igi2! =
fx : x 2 G & x  f 1 _ x = g0g.) We use the e e tive su essor stru ture from Shore
[1981℄ employed in Nies, Shore and Slaman [1998℄. This alls for the onstru tion of
additional parameters e0; e1; f0 ; f1 su h that, for i 2 ! , (g2i _ e0) ^ f0 = g2i+1 and (g2i+1 _
e1) ^ f1 = g2i+2. We an then de ne the desired su essor fun tion on D by s(g2i) =
(((g2i _ e0) ^ f0) _ e1) ^ f1 = g2i+2. The required result is then the following:

Theorem 2.2 There are r.e. sets R; B; C; P; Q; E0; E1; F0; F1; hHi : i 2 !i and hGi : i 2

! i with R = Gi ; Hi = k6=i Gk ; F0 = G2k+1 and F1 = G2k+2 su h that (for all i and
W)
1. Gi T Hi .
2. R is low.

T Gi and Q T W  P then Gi T W .
If W T R and C T W _ B then (9k )W T Gk .
C T Gi _ B .
Q T Gi _ P .
deg(G2i+1 ) = deg(G2i  E0 ) ^ deg(F0 ).
deg(G2i+2 ) = deg(G2i+1  E1 ) ^ deg(F1).

3. If W
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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The proof of this theorem is given in the nal se tion.
Note that as the stru tures required for the unde idability are oded by parameters
su h that all the in ma needed to de ne i exist in R, the stru tures oded in R(; _; ^)
in lude all the ones needed for the unde idability for any (total) extension ^ of the partial
in mum relation on R. Thus the onstru tion of r.e. degrees r; b; ; p; q; e0 ; e1; f0 ; f1 as
des ribed above suÆ es to prove our main result (Theorem 1.1) that the two quanti er
theory of R(; _; ^) is unde idable for any total extension ^ of the in mum relation.
We now turn to establishing the orollaries mentioned in the Introdu tion.

3 Appli ations to Other Stru tures
We rst show that our odings provide a new proof of Lempp, Nies and Slaman's result
that the 898 theory of R() is unde idable. We need to nd a translation of the senten es
8~q[ ! (P (I ) ! F2)℄ of R(; _; ^) into 898 ones of R() whi h preserve truth in
R. Note rst that the de nitions i and m of the domains Di and predi ates Pm
use  and _ but not ^. Our only use of the in mum operation is in the de nitions
i of the terms representing the su essor operations on the Di . In our translation
these terms are de ned by omposition from the su essor fun tion s on D =fg2i g =
fx : x 2 G & x  f 1 _ x = g0g given by s(g2i) = (((g2i _ e0) ^ f0) _ e1) ^ f1 = g2i+2. Our
primary task then is to eliminate the uses of s in our formulas.
We begin with the orre tness ondition  whi h for s says that 8x 2 D(s(x) 2 D),
 =fg2i+1g = fx : x 2 G & x  f0 g as
i.e. (((g2i _ e0) ^ f0 ) _ e1) ^ f1 2 D. We use the set D
well and break up the ondition into the onjun tion of two similar assertions: 8x 2
D((x _ e0) ^ f0 2 D ) and 8x 2 D ((x _ e1) ^ f1 2 D). The rst is repla ed by
 )(y  x _ e0; f )0&(8x 2 D)(8y; z 2 D )(y; z  x _ e0; f0 ! y = z) and
(8x 2 D)(9y 2 D
 and e0; f0 with e1; f1. We
the se ond by the analogous statement swit hing D with D
an now eliminate _ from this senten e at the expense of one additional quanti er in
^ in the language of R(): The
the usual way to get our 2 orre tness ondition 
 )[8v(v  x; e0 ! v  u) ! y  u; f ℄&(8x 2
rst one be omes (8x 2 D)(8u)(9y 2 D

D)(8y; z 2 D)(8u)[8v(v  x; e0 ! v  u) ! ((y; z  u; f 0) ! y = z))℄ and the se ond
is analogous.
^!
Our typi al senten e on the list of ones showing unde idability now looks like 8~q[
(P (I ) ! F2)℄. Our next task is to eliminate the uses of s (and so ^) in these formulas. We might as well view P (I ) ! F2 as a single 1 senten e in ; _; s. Our
^ says that for ea h r 2 D there is a unique v 2 D
 and w 2 D
orre tness ondition 
su h that (v  r _ e0 ; f0) & (w  v _ e1 ; f1). We an use this property to repla e ea h
instan e of an appli ation of s. We pro eed by an indu tion on the omplexity of
terms. Suppose our formula is of the form 9~r'(~r; s(r0)). (Note that ' ne essarily
 )(9w0 2
in ludes a lause r0 2 D.) We repla e this with the senten e 9~r(9v0 2 D
D)[(v0 r _ e0; f0) & (w0  v0_e1; f1) & '(~r; w0=s(r0))℄. (We use the notation w0=s(r0)
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to indi ate that we have substituted w0 for the term s(r0 ) in the ambient formula.) As^ this is learly equivalent to the original 9~r'(~r; s(r0 )).
suming the orre tness ondition ,
We an now pro eed indu tively to eliminate all o urren es of s and produ e a 1 for^ to our original 9~r'(~r; s(r0 )). We an
mula in ; _ equivalent under the assumption 
now apply the dual pro edure to the one used to eliminate _ from 1 formulas in ; _
to get a 2 formula (I ) in just  equivalent to (P (I ) ! F2). We then have our new
^ ! (I )℄ whi h are 898 and whose validity in R is unde idable
family of formulas 8~q[
as required to prove Corollary 3.1.

Corollary 3.1 (Lempp, Nies and Slaman [1998℄): The three quanti
R() is unde idable.

er (898) theory of

Next, we onsider D and D( 00 ). First note that it is straightforward to onstru t 02
latti es with top r, individual elements b; ; p; q; e0; e1; f0 ; f1 and a family of independent
(even minimal) elements gi satisfying all the algebrai fa ts required in Theorem 2.2 and
additional elements u and v de ning any xed r.e. subset of the gi as in Lemma 2.1.
We an now use the standard embedding theorems from Lerman [1983℄ to realize these
latti es as initial segments of D or D( 00 ). Our arguments for unde idability now work
just as well in these stru tures and so we have the analogous results.

Corollary 3.2 For any total extension ^ of0 the partial in

the two quanti er (89) theory of

D (D( 0 )) with , _

mum relation on D (D( 00 )),
and ^ is unde idable.

Finally, we turn our attention to the latti es I (R) (In (R), n  4) of (n ) ideals of
R with _ and ^. Re all that the operations _ and ^ are de ned in the usual way for
stru tures of ideals (I _ J is the ideal generated by I [ J and I ^ J is the ideal I \ J) and
are both total operators on I (R) and In (R) for n  4.

Corollary 3.3 The two quanti

(n ) ideals of

R, with _ and ^

er (89) theory of I (R) (In (R), n
is unde idable.

 4), the latti e of

Proof. We laim that the prin ipal ideals generated by the degrees onstru ted to satisfy
Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1 have all the required properties in I (R) that the degrees
themselves had in R. The ru ial fa t is the quanti er free de nability of the set fgi g
as G(r; b; ; p; q). We denote the prin ipal ideal generated by a degree x by (x) and
want to establish the orresponding fa ts in I (R). Consider any ideal I  (r) su h
that (q)  I _ (p) and ( ) * I _ (b). The rst assumption tells us that there is an e 2 I
su h that q  e _ p while the se ond guarantees that  e _ b. Thus e is one of the gi
and so (gi )  I. On the other hand, if h 2 I then (by our se ond assumption again)
 h _ gi_b. The HS maximality property of gi then guarantees that h _ gi  gi and so
I  (gi) as required.
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The other fa ts needed from Theorem 2.2 are that (g2i+1) = [(g2i) _ (e0 )℄ ^ (f0) and
the analogous one for (g2i+2 ). These follow immediately from the trivial general fa ts
about I (R) (In (R), n  4) that, for all degrees x; y, (x _ y) = (x) _ (y) and, if x ^ y
exists, (x ^ y) = (x) ^ (y). The only other algebrai fa t needed is that the prin ipal
ideals given by the degrees onstru ted for Lemma 2.1 have the analogous property in
I (R). This too follows immediately from the rst trivial fa t.
The same arguments work for In (R) for n  4. 2
As remarked above, when _ and ^ are total fun tions the two quanti er theory with
, _ and ^ is redu ible to the three quanti er theory with just  and so we also have
proven Corollary 3.4.

Corollary 3.4 The three quanti
(n ) ideals of

R, with just 

er (898) theory of I (R) (In (R), n  4), the latti e of
is unde idable.

We now explain how similar onsiderations hara terize the theories of these stru tures of ideals.

Corollary 3.5

The theory of I (R) is re ursively isomorphi to that of true se ond order
arithmeti and that of In (R) to that of true rst order arithmeti for ea h n  4.

Proof.

Consider the e e tive su essor models fg2i : i 2 ! g in R with the relevant
parameters as onstru ted here. As remarked above the e e tive su essor models de ned
by the ideals (g2i ) = fa T g2ig generated by the relevant degrees are de nable in the
same way in I (R) (In (R), n  4), using the analogous su essor fun tion. We begin by
noting that we ould add parameters to de ne additional relations of the form supplied
by Lemma 2.1. We want to hoose ones that de ne a stru ture for arithmeti on one
subset of the set D = f(g2i )g of ideals. We let Dk = f(g8i+2k ) : i 2 ! g for k  3 and
de ne the required relations for order, addition and multipli ation on D0. We begin with
parameters that pi k out the relations Sk = ff(g8i); (g8i+2k )g : i 2 ! g for 1  k  3 that
identify the orresponding elements of D0 and Dk . We an then de ne, for example,
the natural ordering on D0 by parameters that pi k out ff(g2i+1 ); (g2j +2)g : i  j g
and similarly plus and times by pi king out ff(g2i+1); (g2j +2 ); (g2k+3 )g : i + j = k g and
ff(g2i+1); (g2j+2); (g2k+3)g : i  j = kg. One an then say that the stru ture so de ned is
a model of arithmeti in the usual way.
The problem now is to nd a nonempty de nable lass C of stru tures in I (R) (In (R)),
ontaining the stru ture de ned above, su h that every stru ture in C is isomorphi to the
standard model of arithmeti . C will be de ned by saying that there exist parameters
Iei and Ifi (i = 0; 1), Ib, I , et . ( orresponding to the parameters ei , fi , b, ; : : : in
our onstru tion on degrees), and an ideal J0 serving as 0 in the model of arithmeti ,
satisfying a onjun tion of orre tness onditions. (Noti e that here we annot assume
or require that these parameters be prin ipal ideals.)
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We use the e e tiveness of the su essor fun tion. As is argued in Shore [1981℄ or
Nies, Shore and Slaman [1998℄, we an generate all representatives of degrees in ea h
element Ji = si (J0 ) of the stru ture, uniformly in i, in a way that is e e tive in  and
_ on degrees, beginning with representatives of the degrees in the ideals J0, Iei , and Ifi
(i = 0; 1).
deg(Wk ) 2 s(J0)

() deg(Wk ) 2 (((J0 _ Ie0 ) ^ If0 ) _ Ie1 ) ^ If1
() (9b; ; d)[deg(Wb ) 2 J0 & deg(W ) 2 Ie0 & deg(Wd) 2 Ie1 &
deg(Wb  W ) 2 If0 & Wk T Wb  W  Wd & deg(Wk ) 2 If1 ℄:
Now all statements here are n (in luding the Turing equivalen e, sin e n  4), be ause
all these ideals are in In (R). By iterating, we derive a n formulation of \deg(We ) 2

si (J0 )" uniformly in i.
The independen e of the de ned set G(Ir ; Ib; I ; Ip; Iq ) an also be guaranteed by a
orre tness ondition saying that for ea h element of the de ned set there is something
above all the others but not above it. Thus the ideal generated by all the Ji will not
ontain any elements of G(Ir; Ib ; I ; Ip; Iq ) other than the Ji . So as usual, if we require of
our model that every proper initial segment have a maximal element (all in the ordering
de ned on the stru ture) then we have pi ked out pre isely the standard models. On e
we have de ned this lass of standard models of arithmeti , we have guaranteed that
ea h theory is at least as ompli ated as true rst order arithmeti . As ea h In (R) is
arithmeti al, this ompletely hara terizes the omplexity of their theories. For I (R)
we simply note that the independen e of the Ji guarantees that every subset is uniquely
determined by the ideal it generates and so quanti ation over I (R) odes full se ond
order quanti ation over ea h standard model of arithmeti pi ked out by our de nition.
As I (R) is itself de ned in se ond order arithmeti , its theory is equivalent to that of
true se ond order arithmeti as required. 2

Corollary 3.6 For m > n  4, the ideal latti es Im (R) and In(R) are not elementarily
equivalent, nor is any of them elementarily equivalent to I (R).

 ! be a n+1 - omplete set. The senten e whi h we build to distinguish
the latti e Im (R) from In (R) will say that there exists a standard model of arithmeti

Proof. Let S

en oded in the latti e by parameters Ie0 , If0 , et ., su h that some element of the latti e
an use this model to ompute S . The existen e of a standard model requires only the
existen e of a set of parameters satisfying the onditions given in the pre eding proof.
In the rest of the senten e, we say that there exists an element I in the latti e su h that
for every i,
i 2 S () Ji  I;
where Ji = si (J0 ) is the ideal orresponding to i in the spe i ed standard model. (Thus
I odes the set S in this model.) To say \i 2 S " in the language of latti es, we use the
standard model given by the parameters and the n+1 de nition of S .
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In Im (R), by the pre eding results, we have a standard model of arithmeti on ertain
ideals fJi : i 2 ! g. Let JS be the ideal onsisting of nite joins d1 _    _ dp with ea h
dj 2 Jij for some ij 2 S . We laim that JS lies in Im(R):

fe : (9p)(9i0; : : : ip 2 S )[deg(We ) 2 _pj=0 Jij ℄g =
fe : (9p; i0; : : : ip; k0; : : : kp)(8l  p)[il 2 S & deg(Wkl ) 2 sil (J0) & We T Lpj=0

Wkj ℄g:

As noted above, sil (J0 ) is a m -ideal uniformly in i. Thus JS is indeed a m -ideal, and
Im(R) (and I (R)) satisfy .
Now suppose that we have parameters in In (R) de ning a standard model of arithmeti on ideals fJi : i 2 ! g, and that I 2 In (R) is a (not ne essarily prin ipal) ideal
with fi : Ji  I g = S . Then there would be a n formula  de ning fe : deg(We ) 2 I g,
so we would have

i2S

()

Ji  I

() (8a 2 Ji)[a 2 I ℄ () (8e)[deg(We) 2 si(J0) =)

(e)℄:

This is impossible for the n+1 - omplete set S , sin e the rightmost formula is n+1 .
Therefore the senten e fails in In (R), whereas it holds in Im (R) and in I (R).

4 Constru tion
To prove our required te hni al result on degrees, Theorem 2.2, it suÆ es to onstru t
r.e. sets satisfying the requirements of the following Theorem:

Theorem 4.1 There exist sets Gi (i 2 !), P , Q, B , C , E0, E1, and R = Gi satisfying

the following requirements for all e, i, j , k , and x in ! and all omputable fun tionals
, , , , and :
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Requirements:

Di;

:

Gi 6=

Hi ; where

Hi = k6=i Gk

L;x :

[(91s) R (x)[s℄ #℄ =) R (x) #

Mi;j;; :

Wj = Gi =) [Wj P = Q =) (9) Gi = Wj ℄

Ne; :

We = R =) [(9 ) C =

Pi;

C 6=

:

Rk :

We B or

(9k )(9) We = Gk ℄

Gi B

(9)Q = Gk P :

Latti e requirements: (Here F0 = k G2k+1 and F1 = k G2k+2 .)

T2i :

G2i+1 T G2i  E0

T2i+1 :

G2i+2 T G2i+1  E1

Ue;2i :

eG2i E0 = Fe 0 total =) Fe 0

Ue;2i+1 :

eG2i+1 E1 = Fe 1 total =) Fe 1

T G2i+1
T G2i+2:

(Here and afterwards, the notation \[s℄" at the end of a term or equation indi ates
that we refer to the approximation at stage s of ea h set, ora le and fun tion used there.
Thus, for example, the hypothesis of the requirement L;x is that there are in nitely
many stages s at whi h Rs s (x) onverges.)
As in Nies, Shore and Slaman [1998℄, we begin by hoosing an e e tive ordering of all
the D -, M -, N -, P -, R -, and U -requirements, in order type ! , su h that for all i and j :

 Ri pre edes every Di; and every Ue;i in the ordering (i.e. Ri has higher priority
than Di; and Ue;i ); and
 both Ri and Rj pre ede every Mi;j;; .
(The requirements Ti are global requirements and will not be given a priority rank
or pla ed on the tree. The requirements L;x will play a role in priority arguments, as
des ribed below, but they also are not pla ed on the tree.)
This ordering yields a spe i priority order on the N -requirements, whi h we write
as N0; N1 ; : : :, de ning ei and i so that Ni denotes Nei ;i . Next we onstru t a tree
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T . Ea h node on the tree will have a spe i requirement assigned to it, will play a
parti ular strategy to attempt to satisfy that requirement, and will have one immediate
su essor for ea h possible out ome of the requirement. For brevity, if the requirement
Di; is assigned to a node , we will all a Di; -node, and also a D-node; similarly
with all other requirements. Below, we name the out omes for ea h type of node and
explain how the onstru tion works to sele t one of the out omes and satisfy the node's
requirement.
We view the tree T as growing upwards from a root node. The relation  will
represent higher priority:  if is to the left of on T or ( , i.e. exa tly when
has higher priority than . To de ne T and determine whi h requirement is assigned
to ea h node  2 T , we need the following de nition.

De nition 4.2 Let  2 T . Ea h requirement is either a tive along  (via a single node

 ), or satis

ed along  (again via a single node

 ), or neither, a

ording to the
following indu tive de nition. (Noti e that a requirement annot be both a tive and
satis ed along the same node.)
If  is the empty string, then no requirement is a tive or satis ed along . Otherwise,
let  =  , the immediate prede essor of .
If a D -, M -, N -, R -, or U -requirement is assigned to  , then every requirement a tive
or satis ed along  via some is also a tive or satis ed (respe tively) along  via .
Also, the requirement assigned to  is a tive along  via  (if it is an N -requirement and
 = ^h1i) or satis ed along  via  (otherwise).
If  is a Pi; -node, then we must onsider the su essors of  separately.



If  = ^hf i or  = ^hwi, then every requirement a tive or satis ed along  via
some is also a tive or satis ed (respe tively) along  via , and Pi; itself is
satis ed along  via  .



Otherwise, a ording to our de nition below of the su essors of  ,  = ^hal i for
some l 2 ! su h that Nl is a tive along  via some . We then de ne this Nl to
be satis ed along  via , and every N -requirement a tive or satis ed along via
some  to be a tive or satis ed (respe tively) along  via the same . All
other N -requirements are neither a tive nor satis ed along . (In parti ular, N requirements whi h were a tive or satis ed along  but not along will be injured
by the a tion we take at node  and hen e are neither a tive nor satis ed along .)
Requirements of types other than N whi h were a tive or satis ed along  via any
remain a tive or satis ed (respe tively) along  via , and Pi; itself is satis ed
along  via  .

With this de nition, we assign to  the requirement of highest priority that is neither
a tive nor satis ed along . The immediate su essors of  depend on the type of requirement assigned. For ea h possible out ome y of  as de ned below, we add an immediate
su essor ^hy i of  to T .
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The possible out omes of ea h node, and their meanings, are as follows:





If  is a Di; -node, then the two possible out omes for , in order, are f < w. The
node  nds a witness element wi , as in a Friedberg-Mu hnik onstru tion, waits
for the witness to be realized, and then attempts to put it into Gi . The out ome
w holds while we wait for the witness element to be realized. If it is never realized,
then it never enters Gi , so the requirement is satis ed. If it is realized at some stage,
then we preserve the onvergen e of the omputation Hi (wi ) #= 0 by initializing
all nodes  , and attempt to enumerate the witness element into Gi , by allowing
it to enter the pinball ma hine asso iated with the satisfa tion of the U - and T requirements, starting at node . Ea h U - and P -node below  periodi ally allows
elements (\balls") to pass its gate, thereby giving those elements its permission to
enter their target sets. Other elements may be assigned to the witness as tra es and
targeted for sets E0 , E1, or Gi 1 ; Gi 2 ; : : : to satisfy the T -requirements. Assuming
that  is on the true path, wi will eventually pass every gate below  and enter Gi ,
at whi h point we swit h to the out ome f . This represents a \ nite win" for the
requirement Di; , sin e we have now satis ed Gi (wi ) 6= Hi (wi ).
D-nodes (and M-nodes, des ribed below) do injure the negative requirements L;x
by enumerating elements into R. At ertain stages a requirement L;x may initialize
o nitely many nodes on T in order to preserve the omputation R (x). Also, ea h
time the node  is initialized by another node (as opposed to being initialized
by an L -requirement), it loses some priority vis-a-vis the L -requirements. This
guarantees that even if  is to the right of the true path and enumerates in nitely
many elements into R, it will only injure ea h L -requirement nitely often.
If  is a Ue;i -node, then the possible out omes of  are:

p0 < p1 < p2 <    ;

ordered as given. The out ome pr represents a restraint of length r pla ed on Gi E0
and F0 (or on Gi  E1 and F1, depending on the parity of i) as in the pinball-style
onstru tions for latti e embeddings in Lerman [1973℄ and related works. A \ball
targeted for Gi " is a number whi h some D- or M-node would like to put into
Gi , and will be named wi . The node  a ts as a gate in the pinball ma hine. For
every  , every ball wi must wait at gate  until the ball an enter Gi without
injuring the requirement Ue;i . O asionally su h an may also want to put a ball
ej into the set Ej (for j = 0 or 1), and again the gate  will make that ball wait
until the enumeration will not injure Ue;i . If the hypothesis of Ue;i is satis ed, then
the restraints will drop to 0 in nitely often; if not, then they will onverge to a
nite limit, and every node above that out ome will have the orre t guess about
the limit, hen e will only use witnesses large enough not to injure that restraint.



If  is an Rk -node, then the only possible out ome is 1. At ea h -stage, we
extend the fun tional Gk P being built by Rk . The only possible injury to this
17



onstru tion o urs when some Mk;j;; -node wishes to enumerate an element into
Q, for reasons des ribed below. Ea h M-node enumerates at most one element x
after its last initialization, and any M-node   will enumerate its x into Q only
after ensuring that some hange in Gk  P will allow  to rede ne G k P (x) = 1.
If  is an Mi;j;; -node, then the possible out omes are

f < 1 < w:
We have some ontrol over the enumeration of Wj using the hypothesis Wj = Gi ,
and this in turn a e ts the hypothesis Wj P = Q. The out ome w denotes a nonexpansionary stage for the latter hypothesis, meaning that the length of agreement
between Wj and Gi is not suÆ ient for us to guarantee any in rease in the length
of agreement between Wj P and Q. If there are o nitely many nonexpansionary
stages, then Mi;j;; will be satis ed.
On the other hand, if the length of agreement between Wj [s℄ and Gi [s℄ has inreased suÆ iently to enable a longer length of agreement l between Wj P [s℄ and
Q[s℄ to be omputed, we all s + 1 a -expansionary stage, and we attempt to
extend our fun tional  to ompute Gi from Wj on the domain l, setting the use
Wj (y )[s + 1℄ = Wj P (y )[s℄ and preserving the equality of these uses, as des ribed
below. If we su eed, the out ome is 1. If there are in nitely many -expansionary
stages and we su eed in extending  at every one, then the true path will ontain
^h1i.
If, at some -expansionary stage s + 1, we annot extend  as above, then we will
be able to a hieve a nite win, denoted by the out ome f . Some number, whi h we
designate as x, must have entered Gi sin e the last -expansionary stage r +1, with
no hange to Wj  Wj P (x )[r℄ up until stage s (sin e su h a hange would allow us
j
to rede ne W
 (x )[s+1℄). We attempt to enumerate x into Q to make Wj P 6= Q,
sin e the absen e of any Wj - hange ensures that Wj P (x )[s℄ #= 0. (Re all that
the use  mat hes the use .) We will preserve this nite win by initialization,
imposing suÆ ient restraints on P and Gi to prevent Wj from hanging, sin e
Wj = Gi .
Before enumerating x into Q, however, we must ensure that this enumeration will
not injure any higher-priority Rk -node , sin e su h a builds a fun tional  with
the intention that Gkk P = Q. When we enumerate x into Q at a later stage t + 1,
therefore, we will want to enumerate  Gkk P (x )[t℄ into P , allowing k to rede ne its
fun tional at the next k -stage. On the other hand, if  Gkk P (x ) < Wj P (x )[t℄,
then this enumeration would allow Wj (x )[t + 1℄ to hange as well, whi h would
destroy our diagonalization. For k 6= i, we avoid this problem by rst enumerating
an element wk =  Gkk P (x )[s℄ into the set Gk , whi h allows k to in rease the  k use without permitting any hange in  . (Of ourse, this takes time, sin e wk must
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pro eed through the pinball ma hine, starting at , before entering Gk .) When we
nally enumerate x into Q at a stage t + 1, our P -enumerations at that stage will
allow for hanges in Wkj (x )[t + 1℄ while maintaining Wj P (x )[t + 1℄ #= 0.
The requirement Ri is also assigned to some i  , and the strategy above would
not work for it, sin e any Gi -enumeration after stage s ould allow a hange in
Wj = Gi [s℄, hen e in Wj P (x )[s℄, ruining our diagonalization. (P -enumerations,
whi h ould also ruin the diagonalization, are dis ussed below.) Fortunately, we do
not need any Gi -enumeration, be ause the ball x was hosen at a stage s + 1 when
it had just entered Gi itself. i will have in reased the use  Gii P (x )[s℄ to be large,
hen e > Wj P (x )[s℄. (Re all that any hange in this -use between stages r and s
j
would have allowed us to extend the fun tional  so that W
 (x ) = Gi (x )[s +1℄.)
Therefore, we make no further Gi -enumerations, but simply enumerate  Gii P (x )[s℄
into P at the stage t + 1 when x enters Q. i will then be able to rede ne
Gii P (x ) = 1 at the next i -stage, as required.

It is important in the pre eding onstru tion that we keep the use Wj (x) equal to
Wj P (x) at ea h stage. If the -use be ame larger, then a number > Wj (x )[r℄
whi h entered Wj between stages r and s might leave Wj P (x ) >  Gii P (x )[s℄ so
that the P -enumerations would destroy our diagonalization against Wj P = Q,
j
W P
without letting us rede ne W
 (x )[s +1℄ = 1. So we must ensure that P   j (x)
is preserved for every x whi h might eventually play the role of x , i.e. any ball wi
(with ^h1i  ) targeted for Gi .
To make this happen, we refuse to allow any ball wk to enter the pinball mahine (the preliminary step to entering Gi ) if its entry into Gi ould reate a P enumeration whi h might upset the strategy for a higher-priority wi . In parti ular,
if ^h1i  , then thinks that the expansionary out ome of  holds, and so
j
refuses to release any ball wk into the pinball ma hine until wk 2 dom(W
 ), that
is, until the -use on all numbers  wk has been hosen and guaranteed by agreement between Wj and Gi . (In parti ular, the -use of all balls from higher-priority
nodes has been hosen by then.) If wk does enter Gk , then the Rk -node 
will subsequently hoose the use  Gk P (wk ) to be large, hen e larger than the -use
of any ball wi from any node  . This use  Gk P (wk ) may subsequently be
enumerated into P by some other M-node, but it will not hange P  Wj P (wi ) for
any  . Thus, it will not injure the strategy of any M-node of higher priority
than .
(The same is true for any tra e for wk : the orresponding R-node will hoose the
-use of the tra e to be large after the tra e enters its target set, hen e after wk
j
was released, hen e after wi entered dom(W
 ). So this -use will also be greater
than Wj P (wi ) and an safely be enumerated into P . Therefore, we de ne every
tra e to be erti ed automati ally. Only witness balls hosen by D- and M-nodes
must wait for erti ation.)
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j
We will say that wk is erti ed when it has entered the domains of all su h W
 fun tionals (for all  with ^h1i  ), and we require all balls targeted for any
Gk (whether from D-nodes, from M-nodes, or tra es for other balls) to be erti ed
before moving through the pinball ma hine. If is on the true path, then the
j
expansionary out ome ^h1i does hold, and so the domain of W
 will eventually
grow large enough to in lude wk . Thus no ball from a node on the true path will
be for ed to wait forever before entering the pinball ma hine.





If  is an Ne; -node, then the possible out omes of  are 1 and w, ordered with
1 < w. The out ome w denotes a nonexpansionary stage, i.e. a stage at whi h the
length of agreement between We and R has not in reased, so that we wait without
taking any a tion. 1 represents the out ome of an expansionary stage; if we have
in nitely many su h stages, then Ne; goes about the business of trying to build
 to ompute C from We  B . As des ribed below, this pro ess an be injured by
lower-priority P -nodes, making this a 0000- onstru tion.
If  is a P -node, let K be the nite set of higher-priority N -requirements whi h 
may injure:

K = fk : Nk is a tive along  via some

k

g = fk0 < k1 <    kng:

Then the set of possible out omes of  is the following, ordered as given:

f < ak0 < ak1 <    < akn < w:
For P -nodes , we attempt to a hieve a nite win by hoosing a witness z , waiting
for Gi B (z )[s℄ #= 0 at some stage s, and then putting z into C , so as to for e
C 6= Gi B . The out ome f denotes our su ess in doing so, with the onstru tion
initializing nodes   at stage s to preserve (Gi  B ) Gi B (z )[s℄. The out ome
w denotes that we are waiting for this onvergen e to o ur. (If we wait forever,
then Pi; will be satis ed.)
However, an Ne; -node   may obje t to letting z enter C , sin e this would
disrupt its own omputation of C from We  B via its fun tional . The easiest
way around this diÆ ulty is to enumerate the urrent use We B (z )[s℄ into B ,
thereby allowing to hange the value of We B (z ) to 1. However, we an only
do this if We B (z ) > Gi B (z )[s℄, sin e otherwise the hange in B would ruin
the onvergen e Gi B (z )[s℄ = 0 and leave Pi; still unsatis ed.
To handle this issue, we he k in turn with ea h requirement Nk = Nek ;k a tive
at  via one of the k , starting with the lowest-priority one Nkn and working down
to the highest-priority one Nk0 . If Wkek B (z ) > Gi B (z )[s℄, then Nk does not
obje t to the entry of z into C , and we ontinue with the next-higher-priority N requirement. Otherwise, we wait until the next -stage, o ering Wek  Wkek B (z )[s℄
the opportunity to hange (for te hni al reasons having to do with Lemma 5.15).
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If no su h Wek - hange o urs, we then enumerate kek B (z)[s℄ into B [s + 1℄,
W B
destroying both of the omputations kek (z)[s℄ and Gi B (z )[s℄. In this ase
we make the out ome ak eligible at stage s. In doing so, we give up our hope of a
nite win for  with the urrent realization of z , and also disrupt the omputations
Wel B
(z )[s℄ for every l > k . This pro edure will result in a win for  if we repeat
l
it in nitely often, sin e in that ase Gi B (z ) must diverge. For the node k , ea h
time we make su h a B -enumeration, we take a further step in the onstru tion of a
fun tional ;k . If ^hak i lies on the true path, then the fun tional ;k will re eive
su h attention in nitely often and will ompute Wek from Gi , thereby satisfying
Nk . Hen e we say that Nk is satis ed via along nodes  ^hak i, meaning that
k does not a tively try to prote t its fun tional
k at su h nodes, sin e  has
onstru ted ;k to satisfy Nk instead. This out ome is des ribed in more detail
on page 28, in Sub ase 3 of the onstru tion for P -nodes.
While the out ome ak does satisfy Nk , it also disrupts the fun tionals l for all
l > k in K , without doing anything to build -fun tionals for the requirements Nl.
Those requirements all have lower priority than Nk , and are immediately reassigned,
in the same order, to ^hak i, its immediate su essors, their immediate su essors,
and so on until ea h has been assigned to another node  on ea h path through
^hak i. Thus, along every path through ^hak i, ea h su h Nl now is assigned to
a new  , with the assuran e that the requirement Nk will never destroy the
fun tional
the way it destroyed l . By indu tion, therefore, ea h Nl will be
reassigned to higher nodes only nitely often along any xed path through the tree.
The Nj -requirements whi h are a tive along k emerge with their -fun tionals
uns athed by . These nodes all have higher priority than Nk (i.e. have j < k ), so
will have
Wej B
(z) < Wkek B (z )[s℄:
j
Therefore the numbers enumerated into B by  will not injure the fun tionals j .
The out ome ak leaves Nk satis ed, not a tive, and, assuming indu tively that
all higher-priority N -requirements remain either a tive forever or satis ed forever
along the true path, Nk will remain satis ed forever there as well.
The P -node also fun tions as a gate in the pinball ma hine, temporarily restraining
balls targeted for sets Gj . When z is realized at a stage s, the restraint will
keep balls < Gi B (z)[s℄ from entering Gi , thereby prote ting the onvergen e of
Gi B (z )[s℄. (In the nite-win situation, of ourse, the sour e nodes for all su h

balls are initialized when z enters C . If the true path passes through ^hak i, then
this restraint be omes arbitrarily large, but drops ba k to 0 ea h time we destroy
the onvergen e of Gi B (z ).) At other stages, for the sake of Lemma 5.15, we
wish to ensure that the only balls whi h enter the set R = j Gj are balls entering
Gi , so we restrain balls targeted for sets Gj with j 6= i. Sin e Nk assumes that
Wek = R , this restraint will ensure that any hange in Wek at these stages an be
W
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tra ed to a hange in Gi , allowing us to rede ne the fun tional G;ki on the element
whi h entered Wek , as Nk requires. These retraints are also set to 0 periodi ally, at
stages s when a hange in Wek would allow us to in rease the use Wkek B (z )[s + 1℄
to be > Gi B (z )[s℄. Su h a hange in Wek would let us move loser to the nitewin situation and would lead to initialization of the node ^hak i, so there is no
reason to prote t Wek at su h stages. Thus no ball will be restrained forever by
any P -node on the true path.
This ompletes our des ription of the out omes of nodes on T and the meaning
atta hed to ea h.

Constru tion. As in Nies, Shore, and Slaman [1998℄, ea h stage s + 1 of the onstru tion onsists of (at most) s substages, along with two steps whi h are exe uted at
the end of every stage. At ea h substage t < s, only one node  2 T , of length t, will be
eligible to a t, and that  will then designate at most one of its immediate su essors in
T to be eligible to a t at the following substage. (Alternatively,  may refuse to make any
of its su essors eligible.) The empty node is always eligible to a t at substage 0 of any
stage. The hoi e of whi h nodes are eligible to a t orresponds to our approximation at
stage s of the true path through T , i.e. the path g su h that for ea h   g , the su essor
of  along g denotes the ultimate out ome of the strategy played by  to satisfy the
requirement assigned to it. g (n) will be the leftmost node of length n whi h is eligible to
a t at in nitely many stages.
To initialize a strategy means to make all its parameters unde ned and all fun tionals
whi h it onstru ts ompletely unde ned. At stage 0, we initialize every node. At ea h
subsequent substage we initialize every node whi h lies to the right of any node eligible
to a t at that substage. O asionally the onstru tion will instru t us to initialize other
nodes as well, but ea h node on the a tual true path will only be initialized nitely often.
A number is large if it is greater than every other number seen thus far in the onstru tion. By onvention, our fun tionals are built so that, for any xed ora le, the use
fun tion is stri tly in reasing.
At stage s + 1 and substage t < s, let  be the node of T eligible to a t at this stage
and substage. If we have just ompleted substage s 1, or if an eligible node refuses to
make any of its su essors eligible to a t at the next substage, then we pro eed to the
nal steps of the stage, whi h des ribes whi h balls are allowed to move on the pinball
ma hine at that stage. We then terminate the stage.
Let s00 + 1 be the last stage at whi h  was initialized, and let s0 + 1 be the most
re ent stage > s00 + 1 at whi h  was eligible to a t. (If there has been no su h stage sin e
s00 + 1, we take s0 = s00.) The a tion of  depends on the type of requirement assigned to
it.
If  is a Di; -node, we pro eed in the style of Friedberg and Mu hnik.
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1. If no witness element wi is urrently de ned, then pi k a large witness element wi
and target it for Gi . (Thus, for every gate   on the pinball ma hine, this wi
will be greater than the restraint urrently maintained by that gate. If  is on the
true path, then wi will be large enough that every su h will eventually allow wi
to pass its gate.) We also hoose a large number ej, where j is 0 if i is odd and 1 if
i is even, and target it for Ej . The ball ej serves as a tra e for wi , for the sake of
requirement Ti 1 . We then initialize every requirement )  and end this substage,
with no node eligible to a t at the next substage.
2. If wi is urrently de ned but either Hi (wi ) " [s℄ or Hi (wi ) #6= 0[s℄, then ontinue
with the next substage, making ^hwi eligible to a t at that substage. (Re all that
Hi = k6=i Gk . In this ase we say that wi has not yet been realized.)

3. If wi is urrently de ned and Hi (wi ) #= 0[s℄, we he k whether wi is erti ed at
stage s. By de nition, wi is erti ed at stage t if for every node    su h that a
j
requirement Mi ;j;; is assigned to  and ^h1i  , we have wi 2 dom(W
 )[t0℄,
where t0 + 1 is the greatest  -expansionary stage  t.
(It is important to note that this de nition of erti ed only applies to balls hosen
by D- and M-nodes, not to their tra es. Every tra e, whether targeted for Ej or
for a set Gk , is automati ally erti ed and enters the pinball ma hine immediately
upon being hosen by Instru tion 4.4.)
If wi is not erti ed at stage s, then we initialize all nodes )  (so they will
never injure the omputation Hi (wi )[s℄) and terminate this substage, with no
node eligible to a t at the next substage.
0

4. If wi is urrently de ned and erti ed and Hi (wi ) #= 0[s℄, we let wi and ei enter
the pinball ma hine, following Instru tion 4.3 below. We then initialize all nodes
)  and end this substage, with no node eligible to a t at the next substage.
5. If wi has entered the pinball ma hine, but has not yet entered Gi , we end this
substage, with no node eligible to a t at the next substage.
6. If wi has already been enumerated into Gi by stage s, then end this substage,
making ^hf i eligible to a t at the next substage.

Instru tion 4.3 (Entering the Pinball Ma hine) The gates of the pinball ma hine

are pre isely the

P-nodes and the U-nodes. If a ball entering the pinball ma hine at stage

s + 1 has subs ript , we all  the sour e node for that ball.  will be either a D-node
or an



M-node.

If there is no gate  , then we enumerate ej into Ej [s + 1℄ and wi into Gi [s + 1℄.
(Noti e that every ball whi h enters the pinball ma hine, either from a D-node or
an M-node, is already erti ed, hen e allowed to enter its target set.)
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If there is a gate  , then we drop wi to the greatest su h , and drop ej to the
greatest gate   to whi h a requirement Ue;2k+j is assigned. If there is no su h
 , then we enumerate ej into Ej [s + 1℄ and appoint a new tra e or tra es for wi ,
following Instru tion 4.4.

Instru tion 4.4 (Assigning Tra
es)
At stage s + 1, if the ball wi
0
1

is waiting at a P gate, we assign a large tra e e (if i is odd) or e (if i is even). If it is waiting at a
Ue;2k -gate , we follow these dire tions:



If i is even and i > 0, then we assign a new tra e e1 , hosen large and targeted for
E1 . This ball starts at gate .



If i is odd and i 6= 2k +1, then we assign a new tra e wi 1 , hosen large and targeted
for Gi 1 , and this tra e is assigned its own tra e e1 targeted for E1. Ea h of these
two balls starts at gate . (Sin e i 1 6= 2k , this will not threaten the restraint
imposed by Ue;2k .) The tra e wi 1 is immediately onsidered erti ed.



If i = 2k + 1, then the ball wi is not assigned any tra es at this gate. Instead, wi
passes gate immediately and drops to the greatest gate 0 ( to whi h either a
P-requirement or a requirement Ue ;k with k0 + 1 6= i is assigned. We then follow
these same instru tions with 0 in pla e of . If there is no su h node 0 , then wi
enters Gi [s + 1℄. In this ase we he k whether wi was a tra e for another ball. If
so, then we follow these same instru tions for that ball at the gate at whi h it is
urrently waiting.
0



0

If i = 0, then the ball wi waits at gate

To reate tra es for a ball wi
dire tions, with the spe ial ase o
two tra es de ned above together
existing blo ks whi h ontained wi

but is not assigned any tra es.

waiting at a Ue;2k+1 -gate , we follow the analogous
urring when i = 2k + 2. The ball wi and the one or
onstitute a blo k, with lead ball wi . Any previously
be ome unde ned.

The point of this pro ess is that (barring initialization of ), at any subsequent stage at whi h the restraint r at gate is less than wi , all the balls in the blo k will be
able to pass gate simultaneously. For instan e, in the ase where is a Ue;2k+1 -gate,
either no ball in the blo k is targeted for F1 (if i is odd) or none of them is targeted for
G2k+1  E1 (if i is even and j 6= 2k + 2). As noted above, the ase i = 2k + 2 is an
ex eption, but then the ball wi is targeted for G2k+2 , allowing G2k+2 to ompute Fe 1 , so
Ue;2k+1 will still be satis ed. Finally, if i = 0 then no T-requirement applies to Gi , so no
tra e is required. Therefore the entire blo k will be able to drop down to the next gate of
the pinball ma hine simultaneously without violating requirement Ue;2k+1 . If more than
one blo k of balls is waiting at a gate, we allow the blo k with highest-priority subs ript
to pass rst; if several blo ks have the same subs ript, then the one with the largest lead
ball goes rst, sin e the larger lead ball will be a tra e for the smaller lead ball.
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If  is an Rk -node, we extend the fun tional  it builds. If s0 = s00, then G k P [s0 +1℄
is empty, and we let y = 1; otherwise we let y = max(dom(G k P ))[s0 + 1℄. We he k
whether there is any x  y su h that G k P (x)[s℄ does not onverge to Q(x)[s℄. If there
is no su h x, we de ne Gk P (y + 1)[s + 1℄ = Q(y + 1)[s℄ with large use. If there is, then
for ea h su h x we a t as follows:



If x has entered Q[s℄ sin e s0 , then it must have done so on behalf of an M -node
above , and this node will have enumerated an element into P , allowing us to
rede ne G k P (x)[s + 1℄ = 1. We do so, sin e now Q(x)[s℄ = 1, and we leave the
use of the omputation un hanged.



If Q(x)[s℄ = Q(x)[s0℄, then there must have been a hange in Gk  P sin e stage
s0 +1 on the use of the omputation G k P (x)[s0 +1℄. Therefore, we simply rede ne
G k P (x)[s + 1℄ = Q(x)[s℄. If either x 2 Gk [s℄ Gk[s0 ℄ or x = x for some Mi;j;; node   su h that wk 2 Gk [s℄ Gk [s0 ℄ (as de ned below), then we hoose the
use of this omputation to be large. Otherwise, we retain the previous use.

Rk has only one out ome, namely 1, and we end this substage, making ^h1i eligible
to a t at the next substage.
If  is an Mi;j;; -node, then there may be a witness element x already de ned,
whi h we will use to try to make Wj P 6= Q. We will also ask whether the stage s + 1
is -expansionary, de ned as follows. Let

m(; s) = maxfy  s : (8x < y ) G i (x) #= Wj (x)[s℄g
l(; s) = maxfz  s : (8x < z ) Wj P (x) #= Q(x)[s℄ with use < m(; s)g:
The stage s + 1 is -expansionary if  is eligible to a t at s + 1 and l(; s) > l(; t) for
every t with s00 < t < s at whi h  was eligible to a t. Thus, we are onsidering not the
a tual length of agreement between Wj P [s℄ and Q[s℄, but rather that portion of the
length of agreement whi h we an guarantee by putting suÆ ient restraint on Wj  P . Of
ourse, we annot restrain Wj dire tly, but we a hieve this purpose by putting restraint
on Gi and noting that the use of Wj P [s℄ is less than the length of agreement between
G i [s℄ and Wj [s℄. We de ne r + 1 to be the greatest -expansionary stage su h that
s00 < r < s. (If there has been no su h stage, then s0 = s00, and we set r = s00.)
1. If x 2 Q[s℄, then we end this substage, making ^hf i eligible to a t at the next
substage. (This preserves any nite win we may have a hieved through Substep 6
at a previous stage sin e s00.)
2. If s + 1 is not -expansionary and x is not de ned, then we end this substage,
making ^hwi eligible to a t at the next substage.
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3. If s + 1 is -expansionary but no witness element x existed at stage r + 1, then
j
we he k whether there exists x 2 dom(W
 )[r + 1℄ su h that x 2 Gi [s℄ Gi [r℄ and
Wj [s℄ has not hanged on the use Wj (x)[r℄ sin e stage r.
j
(a) If there is no su h x, then we extend dom(W
 )[s + 1℄ up to l(; s) 1 by
Wj
j
de ning W
 (x)[s + 1℄ = Gi (x)[s℄, with use  (x)[s + 1℄ = Wj P (x)[s℄,
j
for ea h x for whi h W
 (x)[s℄ is not already de ned. (Possibly this de nes
Wj
j
W
 (x)[s + 1℄ 6=  (x)[r + 1℄ for ertain x, but only if Wj [s℄ has hanged on
the use of the omputation at r.) We make ^h1i eligible to a t at the next
substage, and end this substage.
j
(b) If some x 2 dom(W
 )[r + 1℄ has entered Gi [s℄ sin e stage r, without any
orresponding Wj - hange as above, we hoose x be the least su h x. For ea h
k 6= i su h that some k   is an Rk -node, we set wk =  Gkk P (x )[s℄ and
assign to it a large tra e el targeted for the set El , where l = 0 if k is odd and
l = 1 if k is even. In order to preserve (Wj  P ) Wj P (x )[s℄, we initialize
all nodes above  and end this substage, with no su essor eligible to a t at
the next substage.

4. If x is de ned and no balls with subs ript  are urrently on the pinball ma hine,
but some ball wk is de ned and has not yet entered the ma hine, then for the least
su h k , we he k whether wk is erti ed at stage s (using the same de nition as for
D-nodes, from page 23). If so, then we allow wk and its tra e to enter the ma hine
at node , in a ordan e with Instru tion 4.3; if not, we do nothing. In either ase
we end this substage, with no su essor eligible to a t at the next substage.
5. If x is de ned and some ball wk has entered the pinball ma hine but is not yet
in Gk , then we end this substage, with no su essor eligible to a t at the next
substage.
6. If x is de ned but not in Q[s℄, and every ball wk urrently de ned has entered
Gk [s℄, then we enumerate x into Q[s + 1℄. For every k su h that some k   is
an Rk -node, we enumerate  Gkk P (x)[s℄ into P [s + 1℄. We initialize every node  
and terminate this substage, with no node eligible to a t at the next substage.
(The initializations when x was de ned guarantee that either Wj P (x ) #= 0 6=
Q(x)[s℄ or Wj has hanged in su h a way that Wj 6= Gi . Ea h possibility yields a
nite win on requirement Mi;j;; . For ea h k 6= i, the enumerations of wk into Gk
guarantee that  Gkk P (x )[s℄ has been hosen large sin e x was de ned. Also, before
x was hosen as x , it entered Gi , and at the next i -stage t + 1,  Gii P (x )[t + 1℄
was hosen large. Sin e Wj P (x ) has not hanged sin e before x entered Gi ,
our P -enumerations at this stage do not a e t the onvergen e Wj P (x ) #= 0[s℄.
Moreover, now ea h k (in luding k = i) will be allowed to rede ne Gki P (x ) = 1
at the next k -stage, sin e now Q(x)[s + 1℄ = 1.)
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If  is an Ne; -node, we de ne the length of agreement for  at this stage by:

l(; s) = maxfx : (8y < x)R (y ) #= We (y )[s℄g:
The stage s + 1 is -expansionary if  is eligible to a t at s and l(; s) > l(; t) for every
t with s00 < t < s at whi h  is eligible to a t.
If s + 1 is not -expansionary, we end this substage, with ^hwi eligible to a t at
the next substage. Otherwise, for ea h y < l(; s) for whi h We B (y )[s℄ is unde ned,
e B (y )[s + 1℄ = C (y )[s℄. To de ne the use We B (y )[s + 1℄, we ask if any of the
let W


following apply:





We B (y )[s0 + 1℄


was not de ned; or

We B (z )[s0 + 1℄


2 B [s℄ for some z  y (whi h happens if some P-node  ^h1i

has enumerated it into B in order to allow
for some z
in reased.

 y, some node  ^h1i in T

We B (z )[s0 + 1℄


to in rease); or

has requested that

We B (z )[s0 + 1℄


be

If so, we hoose We B (y )[s + 1℄ to be large. If none of the onditions applies, then
apparently no node above  has tried to destroy the fun tional  , so we set We B (y )[s +
1℄ = We B (y )[s0 + 1℄, in order to keep We B (y ) from approa hing 1. We then make
^h1i eligible to a t at the next substage, and end this substage.
If  is a Pi; -node, we rst he k if any balls with subs ripts   are presently waiting
at any gate below gate . If so, then we end this substage, with no su essor eligible to a t
at the next substage. Otherwise  ontinues to try to satisfy Pi; , and any N -requirement
a tive along  may be injured by the a tion of . Let

K = fk : Nk is a tive along  via some

k

g:

De ne ek and k su h that Nk = Nek ;k , and for brevity write k for the fun tion
Wek B
[s℄, the urrent version of the fun tional being built by k (k 2 K ), with asso iated
k
use fun tion k = Wkek B [s℄. We will also de ne a restraint r(; j; k; s + 1) asso iated
to ea h k 2 K , denoting the restri tion whi h  pla es on elements targeted for Gj .
(Restraining Gj , oupled with the expansionary out ome of k , will help ensure that Wek
does not hange, or else will ensure that if it does hange, we an tra e the sour e of the
hange to some set other than Gj .) The restraint nally enfor ed by  on su h elements
will be
r(; j; s + 1) = max r(; j; k; s + 1):
k 2K

(Any restraint r(; j; k; s + 1) whi h is not mentioned is assumed to retain its value from
stage s0 + 1, or is reset to 0 if ^hak i was initialized at or sin e stage s0 + 1.)
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Sub ase 1: If no witness z is presently de ned for Pi; , then pi k a large number z
and designate it as the witness element z for Pi; . Let ^hwi be eligible to a t at the
next substage, and end this substage.
Sub ase 2: If z 2 C [s℄, then let ^hf i be eligible to a t at the next substage, and end
this substage.
Sub ase 3: If z 2
= C [s℄ and  enumerated any elements into B at stage s0 + 1 (using
Sub ase 6(b)), then we set k~s+1 = k~s +1 , ws+1 = ws +1 , and e = ek~s+1 and rede ne the
same fun tional ;k~s+1 whi h we extended at that stage (using the notation from Sub ase
6(b) below):
G;ik~s+1  ws+1[s + 1℄ = We ws+1 [s℄:
0

0

If this involves adding any axioms to ;k~s+1 , we hoose the use to be large. (Sublemma
5.17 will ensure that our rede nition of ;k~s+1 is allowed.) We also set r(; i; k~s+1 ; s +1) =
'R ( k~s+1 (z))[s℄, whi h (along with the restraints set at stage s0 +1) guarantees that k~s+1
e B
will preserve We  k~Ws+1
(z )[s℄ until the next -stage. We then end this substage, with
^hak~s+1 i eligible to a t at the next substage. (This is the stage where we omplete the
business begun in Sub ase 6(b) at stage s0 +1. Between s0 +1 and s, any ball targeted for
Gi an pass gate  without injuring the out ome ak~s+1 , sin e our B -enumeration at stage
s0 + 1 already destroyed the onvergen e of Gi B (z )[s0℄. Also, this is the only sub ase
in whi h ^hak~s+1 i is made eligible. If ^hak i is on the true path, then after stage s00 we
will y le forever from Sub ase 4 to 5 to 6 to 3 and ba k to 4, with k~s+1 = k in nitely
often and k~s+1 < k only nitely often, and in Sub ases 6(b) and 3 we will build a total
fun tion G;ki = Wek to satisfy Nk .)
Sub ase 4: If z 2
= C [s℄ and  made no B -enumeration at stage s0 + 1 and z is not
yet realized (i.e. either Gi B (z )[s℄ " or Gi B (z )[s℄ #6= 0), then we let ^hwi be eligible
to a t at the next substage, and end this substage.
Sub ase 5: If z 2
= C [s℄ and Gi B (z )[s℄ #= 0 and  made no B -enumeration at stage
0
s , then onsider ea h Ne; -node   (for ea h e and ) su h that Ne; is not a tive
along  via . Let  be the greatest node   su h that Ne; is a tive along  via ;
there must be su h a node  , and it must be a P -node. If for some su h we have
We B (z ) # Gi B (z )[s℄ then we let ^hwi be eligible to a t at the next substage, and


end this substage.
(If  is on the true path, then for ea h su h the requirement Ne; is either satis ed
or destroyed at  . Hen e We B (z ) will eventually be rede ned to be > Gi B (z)[s℄.
We wait for this to take pla e, be ause we do not want to enter Sub ase 6 until we are
ertain that the onvergen e Gi B (z) #= 0 will not be disrupted even if  de ides to
enumerate We B (z ) into B .)
Sub ase 6: Otherwise z 2
= C [s℄ and Gi B (z )[s℄ #= 0 and  made no B -enumeration
at stage s0 + 1 and there is no node as des ribed in Sub ase 5. We hoose k~s+1 to be
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the greatest k 2 K su h that
k (z )



Gi B (z )[s℄:


(1)

If no k satis es this ondition, then let k~s+1 = 1.
If k~s+1 = 1, we enumerate z 2 C [s +1℄ (to satisfy Pi; ). We enumerate into B [s +1℄
every number in the set

f

We B (z )[s℄ :


 &

is an N -node g;

in order to allow the orresponding fun tionals to hange their value on the argument
z . To preserve the omputation Gi B (z ) #= 0[s℄, we initialize every node  . We
set all restraints r(; j; k; s + 1) to 0, sin e no further restraint is ne essary after these
initializations. Then we end this substage, with no su essor eligible to a t at the next
substage. (Now that we have enumerated z into C , ea h su h will wait until the
next stage at whi h it is eligible and then adjust
to ompute C orre tly. Our B enumeration ensures that these hanges will be possible.)
If 1 < k~s+1 < k~s +1 (or if 1 < k~s+1 and k~s +1 was not de ned), we request that
the node k~s+1 in rease the use k~s+1 (z ) at the next opportunity, and revoke any orresponding request for k~s +1 , sin e that request must have been ful lled in order for k~ to
have de reased. We also set
0

0

0

r(; i; k~s+1 ; s + 1) = max(

Gi B (z )[s℄; 'R(

k~s+1 (z ))[s℄);

and for all j 6= i we set r(; j; k~s+1 ; s + 1) = 0 (sin e at this stage, balls targeted for Gj
with j 6= i may pass node  without injuring our strategy for satisfying Pi; ). We then
end this substage, with no su essor eligible to a t at the next substage.
Finally, if k~s+1 = k~s +1 > 1, we write k~ = k~s+1 , e = ek~ ,  = k~ ,  = ^hak~ i, and
= k~ (= Wk~e B ) for simpli ity, and let t + 1 be the greater of s00 + 1 and the last stage
at whi h ;k~ was extended. We sele t the appropriate step among the following.
0

a. If some Gj with j 6= i hanged on 'R( (z ))[s0℄ between stage s0 and stage s, then
we initialize all nodes to the right of  and end this substage, with no su essor
eligible to a t at the next substage.
b. Otherwise, we let

ws+1 = min( (z ); 1 + dom(G;ik~ ))[t + 1℄
(here regarding dom(G;ik~ )[t + 1℄, a nite initial segment of ! , as an integer). We
de ne
G;ik~ ws+1[s + 1℄ = We ws+1 [s℄:
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If this involves adding any axioms to ;k~ , we hoose the use to be large. Sublemma
5.17 will ensure that these rede nitions are allowed.
We enumerate (z )[s0 + 1℄ into B [s + 1℄, making Wk~e B (z)[s + 1℄ unde ned, so
that k~ will in rease the use (z ) at the next k~ -stage. (Noti e that (z )[s0 + 1℄
did not already lie in B [s℄. Only numbers in the ranges of the -fun tions are
ever enumerated into B , and su h numbers are always hosen large.) By (1),
Gi B (z )[s +1℄ also be omes unde ned. We set r(; i; k;
~ s +1) = 0 and r(; j; k;
~ s+

R
1) = ' ( (z ))[s℄ for all j 6= i, to ensure that until the next stage at whi h z is
realized, We ws+1 an only hange on a ount of a Gi - hange, whi h will allow us
to rede ne G;ik~ wherever needed. We also revoke our request for k~ to in rease the
use k~ (z ). We initialize all nodes to the right of  and end this substage, with no
su essor eligible to a t at the next substage.
This ompletes the instru tion for P -nodes.
If  is a Ue;i -node, let m = 0 if i is even and m = 1 if i is odd, and set:

l(; s) = maxfx : (8y < x)eGi Em (y ) #= Fe m (y ) # [s℄g:

The stage s + 1 is -expansionary if s = 0 or l(; s) > l(; t) for all stages t + 1 with
s00 < t < s at whi h  was eligible to a t. We de ne r(; s) = 0 if s + 1 is -expansionary,
while otherwise r(; s) is the greatest number used in the onstru tion up until the last
-expansionary stage. If no ball with a subs ript  ^hpr(;s) i is waiting at any gate ( 
at stage s, then we make ^hpr(;s) i eligible to a t at the next substage, and end this
substage. If any su h ball is waiting at any gate below , then we initialize all nodes to
the right of ^hpr(;s) i, but end this substage without making any nodes eligible to a t at
the next substage.
This ompletes the instru tions for the substages of the stage s + 1. On e we have
ompleted all s substages, or rea hed a substage at whi h no new node is made eligible
to a t at the next substage, we pro eed to the nal two steps of the stage: satisfying the
L-requirements and allowing balls on the pinball ma hine to drop to lower gates.
First we onsider the L -requirements. If Lk = L;x , then k is the priority of that
requirement. For ea h 2 T , de ne n( ; s) to be the number of times that has been
initialized (up to stage s) by other nodes on T . (We do not ount any initializations
by L -requirements themselves in this total.) For the least k  s su h that R (x)[s℄ #
and R (x)[s 1℄ either diverges or onverges with a di erent use, the requirement Lk
initializes every 2 T satisfying:
p q + n(

; s) > k:

(Here p q 2 ! is a ode for the node , with T viewed as a subtree of ! <! .) This
guarantees that none of the initialized will later injure Lk .
Finally, we use a pinball-style approa h to determine whi h ball(s) urrently on the
pinball ma hine an pass the gate at whi h they are urrently waiting. Choose the
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highest-priority su h that there is a gate  whi h was eligible at the urrent stage s + 1
su h that:





there is a blo k of balls waiting at , with lead ball wj or ej ; and



no ball whi h passed gate  at any earlier stage is urrently waiting at any gate
below .

if  is a U -gate, then the lead ball of the blo k is > r(; s); and

if  is a P -gate, then the lead ball of the blo k either is of the form ej or is
> r(; j; s + 1); and

If there is no su h , then end the stage. If exists, then the orresponding  is
unique (by the last ondition), and we hoose the greatest lead ball with subs ript
urrently waiting at gate . We allow all balls in its blo k to pass gate , initialize all
nodes  , and follow Instru tion 4.5 below for the balls in the blo k. On e the balls
pass gate , they are no longer in the same blo k. (For onvenien e, we usually think of
the node as having performed the initialization of the nodes  , even though itself
may not have been eligible at this stage.)

Instru tion 4.5 (Dropping
to a new gate)
k

1. For ea h ball ek whi h passed gate
, we drop e to the highest Ue;2l+k -gate  (  (for any l), if su h a  exists. Its
blo k at gate  onsists only of itself.

2. For ea h ball wk whi h passed gate , we drop wk to the highest gate  ( , if su h
a  exists. For the time being, its blo k at gate  onsists only of itself, but tra es
may be added later.
3. If there is no su h  , then we enumerate the ball into its target set (wk into Gk [s +1℄
or ek into Ek [s + 1℄). If this ball was a tra e for another ball wj whi h does not
enter Gj at this same stage, then we add new tra es for wj in a ordan e with
Instru tion 4.4, to form a new blo k at the gate at whi h wj is urrently waiting.
(If wj is waiting at a Ue;j 1 -gate, this pro ess will involve dropping it to a lower
gate or into Gj .)
If the ball was not a tra e, then it was of the form wk . Either it was enumerated
into Gk for the sake of some Mi;j;; -node with i 6= k , so as to allow an Rk node  to rede ne its fun tional Gk P , helping a hieve a nite win; or
it was a witness element for a D -requirement assigned to , in whi h ase that
D-requirement is now satis ed.
Noti e that under these instru tions, no ball wj an end up at a lower gate than its
tra e.

This ompletes the onstru tion.
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5 Veri ation of the Constru tion
To prove that the stru ture of our tree allows every node to be satis ed, we rst need a
sublemma.

Sublemma 5.1 At every node  on T , if Nj is a tive or satis

then

Ni is a tive or satis

ed along  also.

ed along  and i < j ,

Nj is a tive or satis ed
along , and let i < j . Write  =  .
Case 1. Suppose Nj was a tive or satis ed along  . Then by indu tion so was Ni . The
only way for Ni not to be a tive or satis ed along  is if a P -requirement was assigned
to  and  = ^hal i, for some l su h that Nl is a tive along  via some along whi h
Ni is neither a tive nor satis ed. Sin e ( , the indu tive hypothesis ensures that Nj
was neither a tive nor satis ed along either. But then Nj annot be a tive or satis ed
along , ontradi ting the assumption of the sublemma.
Case 2. Otherwise Nj was neither a tive nor satis ed along  , so in order to be ome
a tive or satis ed at  it must have been assigned to  . Sin e Ni has higher priority than
Nj , this implies that Ni was already a tive or satis ed at . But with an N-requirement
assigned to  , every requirement a tive or satis ed at  will still be a tive or satis ed at
, in luding Ni .
Proof. We use indu tion on the level of the node . Suppose

Lemma 5.2 For every path h through T and every requirement Nl, there exists an Nl h su h that either:
 Nl is a tive via along every with   h; or
 there exists   h su h that Nl is a tive via along every
satis ed via along every with  (  h.

node

with

  , and

Proof. Fix h, and assume by indu tion that the lemma holds for every N -requirement of
higher priority than Nl . This yields a node i  h for ea h i < l, as well as nodes i  h
for ertain i < l, and we take  to be the largest of all these nodes (both i 's and i 's).
Then no Ni with i < l is assigned to any node on h extending  .
Case 1. Suppose rst that there exists an Nl -node  h above  . Nl must be a tive
or satis ed along the immediate su essor of on h. We argue indu tively that Nl must
be a tive or satis ed via along every  on h. Let  = . Then the only way Nl
ould possibly fail to be a tive or satis ed at via is if a P -requirement is assigned
to , and = ^ham i for some m su h that Nm is a tive along  via some  . A ording
to the onstru tion, Nm is then satis ed along , so by the indu tive hypothesis on l,
we have m > l. But then, in order for Nm to have been assigned to  , Nl must have
been a tive or satis ed along  . Hen e Nl remains a tive or satis ed along via , by
De nition 4.2.
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Case 2. Otherwise Nl is not assigned to any node on h above  . Then Nl must have
been assigned to some node below  (sin e otherwise it would eventually be assigned to
some node above  , as no higher-priority requirement an be assigned to more than one
node on h above  ). So let be the greatest Nl -node   . If Nl were neither a tive
nor satis ed via along any node on h above , then a new node on h above would
be hosen as an Nl-node, ontrary to hypothesis. Thus in both of these two ases, Nl is
either a tive or satis ed via the hosen along every node with   h.
Finally, we note that Nl annot swit h from satis ed via at a node  to a tive at
any of its immediate su essors . A ording to De nition 4.2, if Nl is satis ed via
at , then either Nl is satis ed via at , or = ^ham i for some m and Nl is neither
a tive nor satis ed at . Sin e this does not happen at any with   h, we see
that either Nl is a tive via along every su h , or it is satis ed via along every su h
, or it is a tive via along ^h1i, swit hes to satis ed via along some higher   h,
and then stays satis ed via along all extensions of  on h. In ea h of these ases, the
lemma holds for Nl .

The true path g through T is de ned indu tively. It begins at the root of T , and for
ea h   g , we extend g to in lude the leftmost immediate su essor  of  su h that
 is eligible to a t at in nitely many stages. The existen e of su h a  will be shown
by indu tion in Lemma 5.9. To begin this indu tion, however, we need some sublemmas
rst.
D- and M-nodes are the only nodes that ever try to enumerate balls into the sets
Gk . To see that these enumerations do o ur, we need the following sublemmas.

Sublemma 5.3 If the ball wi

is ever hosen as x by an

M-node , then ^h1i 

.

Proof. The node  has three immediate su essors, orresponding to its out omes f , 1,

and w. To be hosen as x at a stage s + 1, wi must have been enumerated into Gi
sin e the last ^h1i stage r + 1. If   , this enumeration would have initialized  ,
in whi h ase  would not have hosen any x at s + 1. If ^hf i  , then was never
eligible until after x was sele ted. If lies to the right of ^h1i, then wi must have
j
been hosen after the last ^h1i-stage, hen e ould not lie in dom(W
 )[s℄ and would
not have been hosen as x . Finally, 6=  , sin e  does not target balls for any set Gk
until it hooses x . Hen e ^h1i  .

The next sublemma will be used extensively throughout the rest of our proofs. It
guarantees that balls entering the pinball ma hine are suÆ iently large not to injure any
higher-priority requirements.

Sublemma 5.4 Let s00 + 1 be the00 greatest stage <ks + 1 at whi h

was initialized, and
let t + 1 be the least -stage > s + 1. If a ball w enters the pinball ma hine at stage
s + 1, then wk is greater than any number used in the onstru tion up to stage t.
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is a D -node, then its urrent witness was hosen at stage t + 1, so wk was
hosen large at some stage  t + 1. If is an Mi;j;; -node, then wk =  Gk P (x )[s0℄
for some Rk -node  and some -stage s0 + 1 < s + 1, and x = wi for some
0  ^h1i (by Sublemma 5.3). If 0 is a D -node, then we are done, sin e wk > x and
0 is initialized every time is. If not, then we ontinue by indu tion. Eventually we
must rea h a witness or tra e for a D -node, sin e only nitely many nodes have been
eligible up to stage s.
Proof. If

0

Sublemma 5.5 For a D-node i g, if wi

is realized at a stage after whi h is never
again initialized, then eventually w will enter Gi . For an M-node  g , if wi is a ball
targeted for Gi by at a stage after whi h is never again initialized, then eventually
wi will enter Gi .

has ^h1i  g . At ea h ^h1i-stage
s + 1, the domain of
is extended to the new length of agreement l(; s). Hen e
j
for ea h ball w (j  i) there exists a stage s + 1 su h that wj is erti ed at all stages
t + 1  s + 1. So wj will eventually enter the pinball ma hine and drop to the highest
gate below , as di tated by Instru tion 4.3. (For M-nodes , this involves an easy
indu tion on j  i. For D-nodes, it only applies with j = i.)
Leaving and i xed, we argue by indu tion, rst on gates   and then on j  i,
that every ball wj (in luding tra es for other balls) whi h rea hes a gate   must
eventually pass that gate. This will prove the sublemma.
Suppose wj is urrently waiting at a U -gate  and let ^hpr i be the immediate su essor
of  on g . Sin e is never again initialized, no ball with subs ript  will ever move
again. By indu tion on , every urrent tra e for wj at any gate below  will eventually
enter its target set. (If j = 0, no tra e is ever assigned, and similarly for tra es targeted
for E0 or E1.) By Sublemma 5.4, wj and all its tra es must be > r, sin e ^hpr i  .
There may be a tra e wj 1 for wj whi h is also waiting at gate  but in a di erent blo k
from wj . However, by indu tion wj 1 eventually passes gate  and enters Gj 1 , with
Instru tion 4.4 assigning a new tra e (or two) to wj . The new tra e(s) lie in the same
blo k as wj , so after that, the next time ^hpr i is eligible, wj and its new tra e(s) will
pass  and drop to lower gates, in a ordan e with Instru tion 4.5. Thus, by indu tion
on , wj will eventually enter Gj .
Now suppose wj has been waiting at a Pi ; -gate  sin e the last  -stage, where
  is the immediate su essor of  below . If  = ^hf i, then there is a stage
s0 + 1 after whi h  sets all its restraints to 0. We also note that ea h time a restraint
r(; j; k 0 ; s) is hanged, all nodes to the right of ^hak i are initialized. Hen e if  = ^hwi,
then no restraint is rede ned after the last initialization of  , so by Sublemma 5.4, wj
is larger than all su h restraints and is allowed to pass gate . Finally, if  = ^hak i,
then wj > r(; j; k 0 ; s + 1) for all s and all k 0 < k by Sublemma 5.4, and all restraints
r(; j; k 0 ; s + 1) with k 0 > k are reset to 0 whenever k~s+1 = k . We know that  is eligible
in nitely often. If i0 = j , then r(; j; k; s + 1) is set to 0 in nitely often in Sub ase 6(b)
Proof. Every

Mi ;j ;;-node  with ^h1i 
0

0

Wj

0

0

0
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with k~s+1 = k ; if not, it is set to 0 ea h time k~s+1 = k =
6 k~s +1 in Sub ase 6. Thus
j
lim infs r(; j; s) < w . This ompletes the indu tion.
0

Lemma 5.6 Let   g bei an Mi;j;; -node su h that G

= Wj and Wj P = Q, and let
^h1i  . Fix a ball w , hosen by at a stage after whi h  is never again initialized.
W
Let s0 + 1 be the least -expansionary stage with wi 2 dom( j )[s0 + 1℄, and let s1 + 1 be
the greatest -expansionary stage before whi h wi has not yet entered the pinball ma hine.
Let s2 + 1 be the greatest -expansionary stage < the stage at whi h wi either enters Gi
or is an elled, and let s3 + 1 be the least -expansionary stage > s2 + 1. Then:
1. For every -expansionary stage t + 1 with s0
-expansionary stage > t + 1. Then we have



i

t < s1 , let t0 + 1 be the least

P  l [t℄ = P  l [t0℄;
where l = Wj (wi )[t + 1℄.
2. For every -expansionary stage t + 1 with s1  t < s2, we have

(Wj  P ) l1 [t℄ = (Wj  P ) l1 [t0℄;
with t0 as above, and where lk = Wj P (wi )[sk ℄ (for k = 1; 2). Hen e l1 = l2.
3. If wi is hosen as x at stage s3 + 1, then for every -expansionary stage t + 1 
s3 + 1, we have

(Wj  P ) l1 [t℄ = (Wj  P ) l1 [s1 ℄
with l1 as above. Hen e Wj P (wi ) = 0.

If wi is never an elled nor ever enters Gi , then the items above hold with s2 = s3 = 1.
If wi never enters the pinball ma hine, they hold with s1 = 1.

In fa t we will use this lemma to show that wi annot be hosen as x , so that
(assuming Gi = Wj and Wj P = Q) the third item never a tually applies.

 t < s1. We will
pro eed by indu tion on su h t. Only M-nodes enumerate elements into P , so suppose
an Mk;j ; ; -node  enumerates some x into P at a stage s + 1 su h that t + 1 is the
greatest -expansionary stage  s + 1. For this s, the node  must be unique, sin e every
node   is initialized at s + 1. (This also for es   , sin e is not initialized before
s1 + 1.) We wish to show that x > l.
Now the least number enumerated into P by  at s + 1 is of the form  Gk P (x )[s℄,
for the Rk -node   , and  also enumerates x into Q at stage s + 1. If  lay to the
right of ^h1i, then x and its use  Gk P (x )[s℄ would both have been hosen after stage
Proof. For the rst item, let t + 1 be a -expansionary stage with s0
0

0

0
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t + 1 (sin e the ball x would have been an elled at stage t + 1, by Sublemma 5.3), hen e
ould not be < l.
So assume ^h1i   . Now x = wk for some   , by Sublemma 5.3, so  . Let
wk be the original ball released by (so either wk = wk , or wk is a tra e for wk , or a tra e
for a tra e for wk , et .) Sublemma 5.4 shows that wi < wk . By the onstru tion for Dand M-nodes, wk did not enter the pinball ma hine until after the rst -expansionary
Wj
j
i
stage t0 + 1  t + 1 with wk 2 dom(W
 )[t0℄, by whi h stage w 2 dom( )[t0℄ as
well, sin e at every ^h1i-stage this domain is an initial segment of ! . Thus s0 < t0.
Let l0 = Wj P (wi )[t0℄, and let u0 be the use of the omputation Gi (l0)[t0℄. Then
 Gk P (x )[s℄ must be > l0, having been hosen large after wk entered Gk , hen e after t0.
Now if Wj  l0 has hanged between t0 + 1 and t, then there must have been a orresponding hange in Gi u0 between those same stages, sin e t0 + 1 and t + 1 are both
-expansionary. So some ball wi < u0 entered Gi between t0 + 1 and t. Now wi must
have been hosen by stage t0, by Sublemma 5.4, and so 0  , sin e wi was not anelled at t0 + 1. But the entry of wi into Gi took pla e after t0 + 1, hen e after wk
entered Gk , sin e otherwise it would have an elled wk .
Now we apply the same argument to wi as to wk . If t00 is the greatest -expansionary
stage before wi (or the ball for whi h it was a tra e) entered the ma hine, with orreG P
j
sponding uses l00 and u00 , then wi 2 dom(W
 )[t00℄, and s0 < t00 < t0 . and so  k (x )[s℄ >
l00 . But any hange to Wj  l00 between t00 and t would require a orresponding hange in
Gi  u00 between those same stages, by a ball wi entering Gi , and so forth. Sin e Gi [t℄
is nite, this pro ess must terminate. Thus eventually we nd a stage t(0n) , with orresponding l0(n) and u0(n) , for whi h  Gk P (x )[s℄ > l0(n) and no hange o urred in Wj  l0(n)
between t(0n) + 1 and t. But by the indu tive hypothesis on t, P  l0(n)[t(0n)℄ = P  l0(n)[t℄ as
well, and so in fa t l0(n) = l. Hen e  Gk P (x )[s℄ > l, ompleting our indu tion on t.
For the se ond item, let t + 1 be a -expansionary stage with s1  t < s2. Now all
nodes  are initialized at stage s1 + 1 when wi enters the pinball ma hine. Hen e
no su h ever again enumerates any element < l1 into P , nor any ball < u1 into Gi ,
where u1 is the use of the omputation Gi (l1)[s1℄. Also, no node  ould enumerate
any ball into Gi or any element into P without an elling wi , whi h would ontradi t
t0  s2 . Finally, itself never has two distin t balls on the pinball ma hine whi h are
both targeted for the same set Gi , and
annot make any P -enumerations until wi
has entered Gi . For P , this shows that P  l1 [t℄ = P  l1 [s1 ℄. For Gi , it shows that
Gi u1 [t℄ = Gi u1 [s1℄, and sin e t + 1 is -expansionary,
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

Wj  l1 [t℄ = Gi  l1 [t℄ = Gi  l1 [s1℄ = Wj l1 [s1℄:
The on lusion that l2 = l1 is immediate, by indu tion on t, so this ompletes the proof
of the se ond item.
For the third item, assuming s2 < 1, we know wi 2 Gi [s3℄. First we show that
P  l1 [s2℄ = P  l1 [s3 ℄. Nodes  were initialized after s1 + 1, hen e annot enumerate
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elements  l1 into P . Among nodes  , those   ould not enumerate elements into P
without initializing , and those   do not enumerate into P at s2 + 1 (sin e this would
initialize when wi has yet to enter Gi ) and are not eligible after that until s3 + 1, hen e
annot enumerate any elements into P .
Now we indu t on -expansionary stages t + 1  s3 + 1. Sin e wi is hosen as x at
stage s3 + 1, all nodes  ^h1i are initialized at s3 + 1, and the only nodes above  that
are ever again eligible are those  ^hf i. These nodes have not been eligible sin e the
last initialization of , so they will never enumerate any elements  l3 into P , nor any
elements  u3 into Gi . Sin e Wj = Gi , this yields our result for (Wj  P ) in the third
item.
It is now lear that the nal value Wj P (wi ) will be the value Wj P (wi )[s2℄. Sin e
wi 2= Gi [s2℄, we must have wi 2= Q[s2℄. Sin e s2 + 1 is -expansionary, this for es
Wj P (wi )[s2℄ = 0.

Lemma 5.7 The requirements Tj are all satis

ed by our onstru tion.

Proof. We show that G2i+1 T G2i  E0 , as required by T2i . (The proof for T2i+1 is
analogous.) To ompute whether n 2 G2i+1 , we run the following steps:

1. Che k whether n is targeted for G2i+1 at or before stage n, either as a witness for
some D - or M -requirement or as a tra e. If not, halt and on lude that n 2= G2i+1 .
2. If n is targeted for G2i+1 by stage n, then when it was so targeted, it must have had
a tra e appointed. Use the ora le to he k whether this tra e ever entered G2i  E0 .
If it never entered them, on lude that n 2= G2i+1 .
3. If the tra e did enter G2i  E0 , nd the stage s + 1 at whi h it did so, and he k if
n 2 G2i+1 [s + 1℄. If so, on lude that n 2 G2i+1 . If not, then another tra e must
have been appointed at stage s. Repeat Step 2 with this new tra e.
We laim that this pro ess must eventually terminate with the orre t answer. The
on lusion in Step 1 is justi ed by Sublemma 5.4, and the on lusion in Step 3 is abundantly lear. For Step 2, we note that the onstru tion does appoint a tra e when n
is targeted for G2i+1 , and ea h time su h a tra e enters its target set, either n itself
simultaneously enters G2i+1 or another tra e is appointed. Furthermore, this new tra e
be omes part of the same blo k as n, so they will pass the urrent gate simultaneously.
Hen e n must advan e by at least one gate down the tree before that tra e an enter
its target set, whi h implies that only nitely many tra es for n will ever be appointed.
(In parti ular, if n = w2i+1 , then after its rst tra e, it an only have as many tra es
appointed as there are gates below  on T .) Thus the pro ess does eventually terminate.
Finally, noti e that at ea h gate on the tree, the blo ks waiting at gate are
prioritized so that if n and a tra e for n lie in di erent blo ks waiting at gate , then
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ea h is the lead ball of its blo k, and the tra e will get to pass the gate rst. Hen e
at every stage until a tra e enters its target set, the tra e will be waiting at a gate 
the gate at whi h the ball itself is waiting. Therefore n annot enter its target set G2i+1
unless all its tra es have entered their target sets by the same stage. This proves the
orre tness of our on lusion in Step 2 of the above pro edure.

Lemma 5.8 Ea h requirement L;x is satis
nodes at only nitely many stages.

ed by our onstru tion, and initializes other

Proof. Let s00 + 1 be a stage after whi h no Lj with j < k ever initializes any node, and
write Lk = L;x . If R (x)[s℄ # with the same use at every s  s00, or if R (x)[s℄ " for all

su h s, then Lk is satis ed and never again initializes any nodes. Otherwise, Lk initializes
o nitely many nodes at some stage s + 1  s00 + 1. Thereafter, none of those nodes
will put any number < 'R (x)[s℄ into R. Among the nitely many remaining nodes ,
D- and M-nodes may injure Nk , but ea h of them an put only nitely many numbers
into R without being initialized itself. (A witness ball for drops by at least one gate
every time a new tra e targeted for R is assigned.) Su h an will not be initialized by
any other L -requirement after s00 + 1, and if other nodes initialize in nitely often, then
eventually n( ; s) be omes so large that Lk will initialize along with everything else.
Hen e we will rea h a stage at whi h Lk initializes every node ex ept those whi h will
never again injure it, and thereafter Lk is satis ed and never needs to initialize any more
nodes.

Lemma 5.9 The true path g is in

often.

nite, and every node on it is initialized only nitely

Proof. Suppose the node  lies on g . Now  may have in nitely many immediate su -

essors, so we must show that one of them will be eligible in nitely often. Sin e the
immediate su essors of  are well-ordered, there will be a leftmost one  eligible innitely often, and that  will then lie on g .
By indu tion we assume that  is initialized only nitely often by nodes   (and
never by nodes  ). Hen e n() = lims n(; s) exists, and only requirements Lk with
k < pq + n() will ever initialize . By Lemma 5.8, therefore,  will only be initialized
nitely often. Let s00 + 1 be the last stage at whi h  is initialized. Now we argue that 
itself initializes its su essors only nitely often, and that one of its immediate su essors
will be eligible in nitely often (so g does not terminate at ).
If  is an N - or R -node, then  has only nitely many immediate su essors. Every
time  a ts, one of its su essors will be eligible, and su h a  never initializes any of its
su essors, so the lemma is lear.
A Pi; -node  also has only nitely many immediate su essors, but may initialize its
su essors. We laim that this only happens on e after stage s00 + 1, however. It o urs
at only a stage s + 1 su h that z has been realized and k~s+1 = 1, and the initialization
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preserves the omputation Gi B (z )[s℄ = 0. Thereafter ^hf i will be eligible whenever
 is, and no further initialization o urs.
Even if no initializations o ur after s00 + 1, however, there may be in nitely many
stages after s00 + 1 at whi h  is eligible but no immediate su essor of  is eligible.
Su h stages o ur in Sub ase 6 of the onstru tion for . To omplete the indu tion for
P-nodes, therefore, we need the following sublemma.

Sublemma 5.10 In this situation, let k be the least number su h that Nk = Ne; is a tive

along  via some and k~s+1 = k at in nitely many -stages s + 1. Then  = ^hak i is
eligible at in nitely many stages.
Proof. ^hf i an never be eligible after s00 + 1, or k~ would never again be de ned. By

minimality of k , there is a stage s0 + 1 after whi h no node to the left of  is ever eligible.
Hen e at stages s + 1 > s0 + 1, must never have been able to obey the request from
W
Sub ase 6 and in rease ek B (z )[s℄ on its own. Therefore, the only in reases ome at
W
stages s + 1 when Sub ase 6(b) applies with k~s+1 = k and ek B (z )[s℄ is enumerated
into B . After ea h su h B -enumeration,  will be eligible at the next -stage. Hen e
W B
if  were eligible only nitely often, then ek (z ) would only be rede ned nitely
often, so would onverge to some . However, sin e ^h1i  g , Lemma 5.8 ensures that
R is total, so there will exist -stages s + 1 with k~s+1 = k at whi h R 'R ( )[s℄ #. At
su h stages we have no Gj - hange on 'R ( )[s℄, so we enter Sub ase 6(b), and at the next
-stage we will be in Sub ase 3 and  will be eligible again, yielding a ontradi tion.
If  is a Di; -node, then  initializes all its su essors when the witness element wi is
de ned, again if wi is realized, again at every -stage until wi enters the pinball ma hine,
and again ea h time any ball with subs ript  moves down the pinball ma hine. On e we
rea h a stage after whi h  is never initialized again, the next witness wi will never be
an elled, and by Sublemma 5.5, if it is realized, then it will eventually enter its target
set, after whi h  will never again initialize any of its su essors.
Among the immediate su essors of , ^hf i will be eligible in nitely often if wi enters
Gi after the last initialization of . If this wi never enters Gi , then by Sublemma 5.5 it
must never have been realized, so ^hwi is eligible in nitely often.
An M -node  has only nitely many immediate su essors, and the only stages
> s00 + 1 at whi h  either fails to make one of them eligible or initializes its su essors
are those stages s + 1 (if any) at whi h Substeps 3(b), 4, 5, or 6 of the onstru tion for
M-nodes apply. To rea h any of these substeps after s00 + 1,  must enter Substep 3(b)
rst. After that, x is permanently de ned. By Sublemma 5.5,  an only stay in Substep
4 for nitely many steps for ea h of the nitely many balls wk , and then an only stay in
Substep 5 for nitely many steps for ea h su h ball. Finally  spends exa tly one -stage
in Substep 6, at whi h x enters Q. Thereafter ^hf i will be eligible (via Substep 1) at
every -stage, and  will make no further initializations after its one stage in Substep 6.
Thus the lemma holds at M -nodes.
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Finally, if  is a Ue;i -node, we let r = lim infs r(; s) and  = ^hpr i. The existen e of
this r follows from the de nition of r(; s) in the onstru tion: if there are in nitely many
-expansionary stages, then r = 0; otherwise r equals the greatest number appearing in
the onstru tion at or before the greatest -expansionary stage. Clearly, on e we rea h
a stage s00 + 1 after whi h r(; s)  r,  will never again initialize any node above  . We
laim that   g .
Now the proof of Sublemma 5.5 a tually showed slightly more than was stated:

Sublemma 5.11 Let   g be a Ue;2i-gate, and
waiting at gate  at a stage s + 1 after whi h
enter Gj .

hoose r as above. Any ball wj > r
is never again initialized must eventually

From this it follows that there will be in nitely many  -stages. If not, then eventually
all of the ( nitely many) balls emanating from above  whi h had passed gate  would
either enter their target sets or be an elled by initialization of their sour e nodes. (All
su h balls are > r by Sublemma 5.4.) At the next stage at whi h r(; s) = r,  would
then be eligible again. By indu tion, then, we have established Lemma 5.9.

Lemma 5.12 Every D-, M-, P-, R-, and U-requirement is satis

ed by our onstru tion.

Proof. Every one of these requirements is assigned to some unique node on the true path
g . (N -requirements, whi h may be assigned to several nodes, are handled in Lemma
5.16.) We argue by indu tion along g , proving that the requirement assigned to ea h
  g is satis ed by the sets we onstru t. Assume this holds for every  ( , and let
s00 + 1 be the last stage at whi h  is initialized.





Suppose  is a Di; -node. On e we rea h the rst -stage > s00 + 1, the onstru tion
sele ts a witness element wi whi h will remain xed through all subsequent stages.
If this witness element is ever realized, then by Sublemma 5.5 we see that wi 2 Gi ,
so that Di; is satis ed. If it is never realized, then Hi (wi ) either diverges or
onverges to a value 6= 0. However, in this ase wi never enters the pinball ma hine
on behalf of , and it annot simultaneously be a witness or tra e for any other
node, sin e su h witnesses are always hosen large (in luding balls from M -nodes,
whose values were originally hosen as the uses of -fun tionals). Hen e wi 2= Gi ,
satisfying Di; .
Suppose  is an Rk -node. Then at ea h -stage we either extend the fun tional 
to a larger domain, or add new axioms so as to rede ne it on some value x in its
urrent domain. However, the use of G k P (x) is only hanged when x enters Gk
or when x = x for some   and wk enters Gk . Sin e ea h of these an happen
only on e after G k P (x 1) has onverged, the fun tion G k P must be total.
If s0 + 1 < s + 1 are onse utive -stages and a number x enters Q at a stage t with
s0 + 1  t < s + 1, we have x = x for some Mi;j;; -node   (sin e if  ,
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 would be initialized). If lies to the right of , then x must have been hosen
by a node to the right of  at a stage > s0 + 1, so x annot be in the domain of
G k P [s0 + 1℄. Otherwise   , and by the onstru tion for M -nodes, will have
enumerated the use Gk P (x)[s0 + 1℄ into P at the same stage that x entered Q.
Sin e s +1 is the rst -stage sin e then,  is allowed to rede ne G k P (x)[s +1℄ = 1.
Thus G k P = Q, satisfying Rk .

Suppose  is an Mi;j;; -node, and suppose Wj = Gi and Wj P = Q. Then
there must be in nitely many -expansionary stages. Now if a witness element x
be omes de ned at any stage s + 1 > s00 + 1, then as noted in the onstru tion we
have x = wi for some  ^h1i (by Sublemma 5.3), and x must have entered
Gi by stage s but sin e the previous -expansionary stage r + 1. At stage s + 1
we enter Substep 3(b) of the onstru tion for , and at the next -stage we enter
Substep 4. By Sublemma 5.5, the balls hosen by  in Substep 3(b) all eventually
enter their target sets, so we eventually enumerate x into Q[t + 1℄ via Substep 6
at some stage t + 1. However, applying Lemma 5.6 to the ball wi , we see that
Wj P (x ) = 0, ontradi ting the assumption that Wj P = Q.
j
Hen e x is never de ned. But this means that W
 = Gi on all elements of ! ,
sin e in Step 3(a) of the onstru tion for  we de ne it thus, with the same use as
Wj P , for all x < l(; s) (and lims l(; s) = 1). Moreover, we made sure in that
step that any rede nition of  was allowed by some Wj - hange, so  is indeed a
omputable fun tional. (Had there been no Wj - hange, we would have de ned an
element to be x instead.) Thus Mi;j;; is satis ed.

Suppose  is a Ue;2i -node, and that eG2i E0 = Fe 0 with domain ! . (The argument
for Ue;2i+1 is analogous.) Then the node  = ^hp0 i will lie on g .
We make the standard argument for a pinball onstru tion. In the onstru tion,
we only allow a blo k to pass gate  if its lead ball is targeted for the in mum (as
dis ussed below) or for E1 , or is > r(; s). (A ball is always smaller than its tra e.
Hen e if the lead ball is > r(; s), then the entire blo k onsists of balls > r(; s).)
A single blo k an injure both eG2i E0 and Fe 0 only if it ontains a ball targeted
for the in mum G2i+1 . Otherwise, we prote t the uninjured side by initializing all
nodes of lower priority than the sour e node of the balls in the blo k and refusing to
allow any other ball to pass the gate until all the balls of the rst blo k have either
entered their target sets or disappeared due to initialization of their sour e nodes,
and until the injured omputation has re overed and a hieved a longer length of
agreement with the uninjured omputation. (Noti e that  has the orre t guesses
about lim infs r( ; s) for every U -gate (  and about lim infs r( ; i; s) for every
P-gate (  and every i, so any ball emanating from a node above  is large
enough that su h an will eventually allow that ball to pass. Thus no ball whi h
passed gate  will have to wait permanently at any gate below , so we know that
eventually ea h blo k waiting at gate  will be allowed to pass.)
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In Instru tion 4.4, however, we allowed a ball w2i+1 targeted for G2i+1 to pass
gate  at stage s + 1 even if it was  r(; s). (No other instru tion allows balls
 r(; s) to pass gate , ex ept balls targeted for E1, whi h will not injure either
side of the omputation. Also, Instru tion 4.4 applies when w2i+1 needs a new
tra e, so w2i+1 passes gate  by itself; its blo k at stage s + 1 ontained no other
balls.) Therefore, when we attempt to ompute Fe 0 (x), we use a G2i+1 -ora le to
look for the least  -stage s0 + 1 > s00 + 1 by whi h the length of agreement between
Fe 0 [s0℄ and eG2i E0 [s0℄ ex eeds x and su h that both omputations on input x are
G2i+1 - orre t, i.e.
G2i+1 (u0 + 1)[s0℄ = G2i+1 (u0 + 1);
where u0 is the greater of the uses of the two omputations eG2i E0 (x)[s0℄ and
Fe 0 (x)[s0℄. Set h(x) = eG2i E0 (x)[s0℄.
(Su h a stage s0 must exist. Fe 0 (x) and eG2i E0 (x) both onverge by some stage
s with some use u, and there must be in nitely many  -stages > s by whi h G2i+1
stabilizes on u. Pi k any Dj; -node   su h that  g , j 2 ! , the fun tional
evaluates to 0 on every input and every ora le, and is never eligible until after
G2i+1  u has stabilized. Then must subsequently enumerate an element into
Gj . We laim that the least  -stage s0 + 1 > s + 1 by whi h has ompleted its
enumerations into all sets Gj will satisfy the above onditions. Clearly the length
of agreement ex eeds x, so we must show that s0 is G2i+1 - orre t. Now is never
initialized again, sin e otherwise it would have to enumerate another element into
Gj to get ba k to the out ome ^hf i, so no ball from any node  ever moves
after stage s0 + 1. Sin e s0 + 1 is a  -stage, every node to the right of  = ^hp0 i
is initialized at stage s0 + 1. Nodes  above  were initialized when the witness
wj entered Gj , and annot have been eligible sin e then, be ause  has not been
eligible sin e then. Also, no ball from any node  an have been below  when
wj passed , or an have moved sin e then. Hen e no ball at all is at any gate ( 
at stage s0 + 1, ex ept those whi h wait there permanently.)
We note that no balls below  at stage s0 + 1 ever move again. Balls from nodes
  annot move without initializing , whi h is impossible sin e s0 + 1 > s00 + 1.
Balls from nodes to the right of  are all an elled at the  -stage s0 + 1, and in
order for s0 + 1 also to be a  -stage, no ball from any node   an be waiting at
any node below  at stage s0 + 1, sin e otherwise  would not be eligible at s0 + 1.
We argue by indu tion that at every  -stage s + 1 > s0 + 1, at least one side of
the omputation is G2i+1 - orre t { that is, either Fe 0 (x)[s℄ = h(x) with use us su h
that G2i+1 (us + 1)[s℄ = G2i+1 (us + 1), or eG2i E0 (x)[s℄ = h(x) with use satisfying
the same ondition. Assume this holds for all  -stages t + 1 with s0  t  s0, where
s0 + 1 is the last  -stage before s + 1.
Suppose that Fe 0 (x)[s0℄ = h(x) is G2i+1 - orre t with use us . (The analogous
argument will hold if the other side was G2i+1 - orre t, as shown below.) The
indu tion is trivial unless some ball  us enters F0 before stage s + 1, so suppose
0

0
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w = w2k+1 is the rst su h ball to do so, entering G2k+1 at a stage t + 1 with
s0 < t  s. Sin e no ball from any node   ever moves after s00 + 1, we must have
 . With w  us , Sublemma 5.4 ensures that w must have been hosen before
stage s0 + 1, and hen e   , sin e all nodes to the right of  were initialized at
stage s0 + 1. Thus w annot have been below  at the  -stage s0 + 1, so w must have
passed  at a stage t0 + 1  s0 + 1. By G2i+1 - orre tness, w was not targeted for
the in mum G2i+1 , so we must have r(; t0 ) < w  us  s0, and thus r(; t0) = 0.
This for es t0 + 1 to be a  -stage < s + 1, so in fa t t0 + 1 = s0 + 1. Noti e that
due to the instru tions for gate , no other ball from above  an have been below
 at stage s0 + 1, or an have passed  between stages s0 + 1 and t. Tra es may
have been hosen for w after it passed , but they would all be hosen > us , and
will all enter their target sets before w enters G2k+1 . After stage t + 1, the restraint
r(; ) will be set to prevent any other ball from above  from passing gate , until
the next time the length of agreement re overs and ex eeds l(; s0) { whi h must
be the next  -stage, namely s + 1. Thus w was the only ball hosen before s0 + 1
to pass gate  between stages s0 + 1 and s.
Now we laim that if Fe 0 (x)[s℄ is no longer G2i+1 - orre t, then the omputation
eG2i E0 (x)[s℄ = h(x) is G2i+1 - orre t. The pre eding paragraph shows that no ball
entered G2i  E0 between stages s0 + 1 and s, ex ept balls whi h were hosen large
after s0 + 1, so that
0

0

0

eG2i E0 (x)[s℄ = eG2i E0 (x)[s0℄ = Fe 0 (x)[s0℄ = h(x):
The rst two of these omputations have the same use u, and we laim that both
are G2i+1 - orre t. Suppose that some ball w2i+1 was hosen before stage s0 + 1
(sin e any ball hosen after s0 + 1 would be > u) and eventually enters G2i+1 . Then
w2i+1 was waiting either at gate  or at a gate   at stage s0 + 1 (sin e no ball
was waiting below  at s0 + 1, balls from the right of  were initialized then, and
balls from nodes   never move again). Also, we have  , sin e w2i+1 was not
an elled when w2k+1 moved. Hen e w2i+1 was hosen before w2k+1 was hosen,
and so w2i+1 < w2k+1 . (If = , then k < i, sin e w2k+1 passed gate  rst.
Then w2k+1 would be a tra e for w2i+1 , hen e larger.) But w2k+1 < us , so this
would ontradi t the G2i+1 - orre tness of the omputation Fe 0 (x)[s0℄, whi h was
the indu tive hypothesis.
The analogous argument, assuming eG2i E0 (x)[s0℄ = h(x) to be G2i+1 - orre t with
use us , is similar. However, in the se ond paragraph, when we laim that no ball
hosen before s0 + 1 entered F0 between s0 + 1 and s, we must worry about balls
w2i+1 targeted for the in mum, sin e su h balls ould pass  at a stage t between
s0 + 1 and s despite a large restraint r(; t). The only way for this to happen is
under Instru tion 4.4, if the tra e for w2i+1 entered its target set at stage t +1. This
is possible only if that tra e was the ball w2i or e0 whi h passed  at stage s0 + 1,
whi h for es both = and w2i+1 < us . This ontradi ts the G2i+1 - orre tness
0

0

0
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of the omputation eG2i E0 (x)[s0℄, so in fa t no su h ball w2i+1 an have passed 
between s0 + 1 and s. The rest of the argument goes through essentially un hanged,
showing that Fe 0 (x)[s℄ = h(x) must be G2i+1 - orre t.

Suppose  is a Pi; -node. Then at the rst -stage after s00 + 1, a witness element
z will be hosen and will remain xed at all subsequent stages. We will need the
following two sublemmas for our argument. The rst one guarantees that if  is
in Sub ase 5 at in nitely many stages but only rea hes Sub ase 6 at nitely many
stages, then the use Gi B (z ) ! 1.

Sublemma 5.13 Suppose some  g is an Nk -node, with Nk = Ne; , but there

is a node  with    g su h that Ne; is not a tive along  via . Then for
all suÆ iently large z , We B (z )[s℄ ! 1 as s ! 1. (More spe i ally, let  be
the immediate prede essor of the least su h  . Then   ,  is a P -node, and for
ea h z  z and ea h n 2 ! there exists a stage s0 su h that at all stages s  s0 we
have either We B (z )[s℄ > n or We B (z )[s℄ ".)
Proof. Nk is a tive via along every immediate su essor of , so the  des ribed
must lie above . The node  must be a Pi; -node for some i and , sin e only
at su essors of P -nodes an Nk hange from a tive via to ina tive via . If
  ^hak i, then Sub ase 6(b) must apply in nitely often with k~s+1 = k in the
onstru tion for  . Hen e We B (z )[s + 1℄ is hosen large at in nitely many stages
s + 1, so the sublemma is satis ed for z = z . Otherwise   ^hal i for some l < k
with Nl assigned to some  . In order for this  to be eligible in nitely often,
k must fail Condition (1) from page 29 in nitely often. But Wel B (z )[s + 1℄ is
hosen large at in nitely many stages s + 1 sin e ^hal i  g , and we must have
Gi B (z )[s℄ ! 1 as s ! 1 to allow k~ = l in nitely often. By Condition (1),

therefore, We B (z )[s℄ ! 1 as well.
By onvention the use fun tion We B is in reasing, so the result holds for all
z  z .

Sublemma 5.14 Let s + 1 > sG00+B1 be a -stage at whi h the

onstru tion for  is
in Sub ase 6. Then (Gi  B ) i (z )[s℄ will be preserved (and Gi B (z)[s℄ #= 0)
until we enter either Sub ase 6(b) or Sub ase 2 of the onstru tion for .
Proof. Let t + 1 > s + 1 be a -stage su h that  has not entered Sub ase 2 or 6(b)

sin e stage s + 1. By indu tion on t,  has not entered any of Sub ases 1, 3, 4, or 5
sin e stage s + 1 either. (For Sub ase 5, this follows be ause -uses never de rease
from one stage to the next.)
For preservation of Gi , noti e that no ball targeted for Gi was below gate  at stage
s + 1 (ex ept possibly balls from nodes to the left of , and su h balls never move
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again). The onstru tion set r(; i; k~s ; s + 1)  Gi B (z )[s℄, ensuring that no ball
 GiB (z)[s℄ from above  has passed  sin e stage s +1, and all balls from nodes
to the right of  are an elled by initialization at s +1. (Balls from nodes   never
move again, sin e  is never initialized again.)
Now a node must be eligible in order to enumerate an element into B . Hen e no
node to the left of  nor any node above  will violate our B -preservation, sin e
nodes above  are never eligible when  is in Sub ase 6. Ea h node  to the right
of  is initialized at s + 1, so any element whi h  enumerates into B at stage
t + 1 will be of the form We B (z )[t℄, hen e > z [t℄ > Gi B (z)[s℄. A node   
never again enumerates anything into C (sin e doing so would initialize ), so its
only B -enumeration an ome when  is in Sub ase 6(b). Assume ^hak i  , and
suppose that at stage t + 1,  enumerates some element We B (z )[t℄ into B , with
Nl = Ne; assigned to   . Then k  l, sin e otherwise  would be initialized at
this stage, so Nl is not a tive via along , and  is pre isely the node  des ribed
in Sub ase 5. But then We B (z ) > Gi B (z)[t℄, sin e we are not in Sub ase 5.
Thus the B -enumeration by  at stage t + 1 does not violate the sublemma.
If ^hf i ever be omes eligible at some stage s + 1 > s00 + 1, then our initializations
when z entered C will preserve the onvergen e Gi B (z )[s℄ #= 0 6= C (z ) forever
after, satisfying Pi; . (The same argument as in Sublemma 5.14 shows that no
   will injure this omputation by any subsequent B -enumeration.)
If ^hwi  g , then either Sub ase 4 holds in nitely often (so Gi B (z ) #6= 0 or
diverges) or Sub ase 5 holds in nitely often (so Gi B (z) ", by Sublemma 5.13
and the onditions of Sub ase 5). Sublemma 5.13 ex ludes the possibility of our
remaining in Sub ase 5 without eventually entering Sub ases 2 or 3, both of whi h
give out omes to the left of ^hwi  g .) Moreover, z never enters C , so Pi; holds.
Otherwise, z is realized in nitely often, and Sublemma 5.13 guarantees that ea h
time it is realized, we will eventually enter Sub ase 6 of the onstru tion for . If
k~ = 1 at any subsequent -stage,  will enumerate z into C , and ^hf i be omes
eligible, as des ribed above. Otherwise there is some k su h that Nk = Ne; is
a tive along  via some and  = ^hak i  g . Let s0 + 1 < s1 + 1 <    be all
the  -stages o urring after the last initialization of . We laim that Pi; holds
be ause in this ase Gi B (z ) must diverge. At ea h stage sn +1, we are in Sub ase
3 of the onstru tion for the node , so we have been in Sub ase 6(b) at some stage
t + 1 > sn 1 + 1. At that stage t + 1, we enumerated kWe B (z)[t℄ into B , and at
the next -stage s + 1, kWe B (z )[s + 1℄ was hosen large. Sin e k~sn +1 = k , we know
We B (z )  Gi B (z )[s ℄, so Gi B (z )[s ℄ ! 1 as n ! 1, satisfying P .

 n
 n
i;
k
This ompletes the proof of Lemma 5.12.
The following lemma ensures that the fun tionals ;k built at
^hak i  g are indeed omputable.
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P-nodes

 with

Lemma 5.15 (-Corre tion Lemma) Let  be a Pi;

-node, and let  = ^hak i lie
on the true path g through T , with Nk = Ne; . Then there is an s0 su h that for every
w 2 ! and every  -stage s + 1  s0 + 1 su h that w 2 dom(G;ki )[s + 1℄, no ball wi with
Gi (w)[s + 1℄ < wi < 'R (w)[s℄ enters G from stage s + 1 until the next  -stage.
Æ;k
i
Proof. Sin e ak is an out ome of the node , the requirement Nk must be a tive along

 via some node  ( . Now dom(G;ki )  dom(R )[t℄ at every stage t, sin e ;k is
extended only at -stages, all of whi h are  -expansionary. Let s0 + 1 be the last stage
at whi h  is initialized, so that no ball with subs ript   ever moves after stage s0 + 1.
Let s1 + 1 be the rst  -stage > s0 + 1 at whi h G;ki (w)[s1 + 1℄ is de ned. Then the use
Gi (w)[s + 1℄ is hosen large, hen e is greater than 'R (w)[s ℄.
Æ;k
1
1
Gi (w) < wi < 'R (w)[s℄
i
We argue by indu tion on  -stages s +1 that no ball w with Æ;k
and   even exists at any  -stage  s1 +1. (By the above remarks, this holds at stage
s1 + 1.) Sin e no ball with subs ript   moves after stage s0 + 1 and no ball de ned
after a  -stage s + 1 an be < 'R (w)[s℄, this will prove the lemma.
For the indu tive step, let s + 1 > s0 + 1 be onse utive  -stages  s1 + 1, and x
 . Now any new witness or tra e hosen at an intervening stage must be greater
than 'R (w)[s0℄, so the indu tion will be trivial unless 'R (w)[s℄ > 'R(w)[s0 ℄. This implies
that some element y < 'R(w)[s0 ℄ entered R after stage s0. (Re all that R = k Gk .)
Then y must have been appointed as a witness or tra e before stage s0 + 1, by some node
 .
Gi (w)[s0 + 1℄ as well,
If y entered Gi , then by our indu tion on s0 + 1, we have y  Æ;k
Gi (w)[s + 1℄ > 'R(w)[s℄, ompleting the
so at stage s + 1 we rede ne G;ki (w) and set Æ;k
indu tion for s + 1.
Otherwise y = wj entered Gj for some j 6= i. If  on T , then was initialized
when y entered Gj and is not eligible again before stage s + 1, so any new ball with
subs ript at stage s + 1 will be greater than 'R(w)[s℄, by Sublemma 5.4.
If  , then no ball y 0 with subs ript has moved or been hosen sin e wj was
hosen (sin e otherwise would have been initialized). Sublemma 5.4 then ensures that
su h a y 0 is < wj , hen e < 'R (w)[s0℄, and the indu tive hypothesis guarantees that either
Gi (w)[s0 + 1℄ or y 0 is targeted for a set other than G .
y 0 < Æ;k
i
j
Finally we onsider the ase = . Sin e w entered Gj after stage s0, it must have
passed gate  at a stage > s0 , sin e otherwise  ould not have been eligible at s0 + 1.
When wj passed gate , all its tra es either had already entered their target sets or were
targeted for E0 or E1 . Moreover, if wj was a tra e for another ball wj +1 , then wj +1
must have been waiting at a gate   at stage s0 + 1. (Two balls targeted for R annot
pass a P -gate simultaneously.) The ball wj +1 may have dropped as far as gate  when
wj entered Gj , but the onstru tion does not allow it to pass  until the next  -stage
s + 1. When wj entered Gj , a new tra e (or tra es) was appointed for wj +1 , but these
new tra es will ea h be targeted for either E0, E1, or Gj , not for Gi , and will begin at
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the same gate at whi h wj +1 is urrently waiting. Hen e none of these tra es will move
until stage s + 1, so no new tra e will be targeted for Gi until at least stage s + 1. This
proves our laim, and the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.16 Every requirement Nk = Ne; is satis

ed by our onstru tion.

be the node des ribed by Lemma 5.2 for Nk . If
^hwi  g , then We 6= R , so Nk holds. Otherwise we have two ases.
Case 1: There exists a Pi; -node   , for some i and su h that  = ^hak i  g.
By the onstru tion and our hoi e of , Nk must be satis ed via along every node
  on g. On e we have rea hed a stage s00 + 1 after whi Gh  is never again initialized,
Sub ase 6(b) guarantees that the domain of the fun tion ;ki built by  will be extended
by at least one element between every pair of  -stages, subje t only to the restri tion
that every element in the domain at stage s + 1 must be < kWe B (z )[s + 1℄. As noted in
the proof of satisfa tion of Pi; above, kWe B (z)[s℄ ! 1 as s ! 1, so for ea h n 2 ! ,
G;ki (n)[s + 1℄ is de ned at in nitely many stages s + 1. The L -requirements will then
ensure that G;ki is total, so that We T Gi , given the following.
Proof. Let g be the true path, and let

Sublemma 5.17 In the situation above, ;k is a

i
omputable fun tional, with G
;k =

We .

i
Proof. In Sub ases 3 and 6(b) we always rede ne G
;k to equal We on its domain. We

must prove that ;k is omputable, i.e. that these rede nitions are allowed.
If the onstru tion is in Sub ase 3 at the -stage s + 1, let s0 + 1 be the most re ent
-stage (at whi h we must have been in Sub ase 6(b)). If any y < ws +1 has entered We
sin e stage s0 +1, then some hange in 'R (y ) must have taken pla e sin e s0 +1 to allow it,
where  is the fun tional assigned to Nk . With the restraints r(; j; k; s0 + 1)  'R (y )[s0℄
for all j 6= i, this means that Gi 'R(y )[s0℄ has hanged sin e s0 . Indeed, by Lemma 5.15,
Gi (y )[s0℄ must have hanged, so our rede nition of Gi (y )[s + 1℄ is allowed.
Gi Æ;k
;k
W
In Sub ase 6(b) at stage s + 1, if some y < ws+1  k e B (z )[t + 1℄ has entered We
sin e the last stage t + 1 at whi h we were in Sub ase 3 with k~t+1 = k , then y must have
been allowed to enter We by some hange in R 'R (y )[t℄. Now we set r(; i; k; t + 1) =
'R ( k (z ))[t℄, and this restraint has stayed at least that large at all subsequent stages
up through s + 1. Hen e some Gj  'R (z )[t℄ with j 6= i must have hanged after z
was realized. However, the hange would have happened before the previous -stage
s0 + 1 (sin e otherwise we would be in Sub ase 6(a) at stage s + 1) and after the stage
t0 +1 > t +1 at whi h we re-entered Sub ase 6 with k~t +1 = k and reset r(; j; k; t0 +1) = 0.
However, at stage t0 + 1 we also requested that = k in rease We B (z )[t0℄. Hen e
by stage s + 1, would have re ognized the We - hange and obeyed our request, setting
We B (z )[s +1℄ > Gi B (z )[s℄. This would ontradi t Condition (1), sin e our restraints


have preserved Gi B (z )[t0℄ sin e we entered Sub ase 6. Thus no su h Gj - hanges an
have taken pla e, so We has not hanged, and Sub ase 6(b) only extends the domain of
the fun tional ;k without rede ning it on any arguments.
0

0
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Case 2: By Lemma 5.2, if Case 1 does not hold, then Nk is a tive via along every
node on g above . Then at every -expansionary stage we extend the domain of We B
by another element. On e the use We B (x 1) stabilizes, We B (x) in reases only when:




x enters C ; or
x = z for some eligible   at whi h Nk is satis ed; or
x = z for some eligible   at a stage at whi h k~ = k in the onstru tion at .

In the se ond ase,  annot lie on g , so either  is eligible only nitely often or z is
eventually an elled by initialization and rede ned to be > x. In the third ase, if   g ,
then there are only nitely many su h stages. Hen e the use will in rease only nitely
often, and We B is total.
It only remains to show that this fun tion omputes C orre tly { whi h is lear for
any argument x 2= C . Now no node  ever enumerates any element into C without
initializing , and after ea h initialization we start building a new , so the version
of
onstru ted after the last initialization of will never be injured by those nodes.
Among nodes   , only P -nodes ever enumerate any elements into C . When su h a 
does so, the element is the witness z , and it enters C at a stage s + 1 with k~s+1 = 1 in
the onstru tion for that .
If  lies to the right of , then z is an elled ea h time is eligible. If su h a z is
enumerated into C , therefore, then there were no -stages between the de nition of z
at some stage s + 1 and its entry into C . Sin e z was hosen large, it annot have been
in the domain of We B [s℄, nor an it have entered that domain sin e stage s + 1. When
We B (z ) is nally de ned, therefore, it will be orre t.

So suppose lies below the Pi; -node , and  enumerates z into C at stage s + 1
(using Sub ase 6 of the onstru tion for ). Sin e k~s+1 = 1 and Sub ase 5 did not
apply, either We B (z )[s℄ " or We B (z ) > Gi B (z)[s℄. In the latter ase  enumerates
We B (z )[s℄ into B [s+1℄. In either ase, therefore, will be able to de ne We B (z )[t+1℄


orre tly at the next -stage t + 1. Hen e We B = C , satisfying Nk .
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